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About Us 

  

The name National Cartridge Company goes back to 1953 when we first started trading as a security 
services provider. The company has evolved to being one of the largest wholesale suppliers of hunting 
and shooting products in South Africa, including shotguns, rifles, handguns, air rifles, ammunition, traps, 
clays and shooting accessories. We also take great pride in being the manufacturers of the National 
Cartridge range of shotgun ammunition. 
 
From our base in Cape Town, National Cartridge Company has grown to become one of the larger 
importers and distributors of hunting and sporting arms and accessories in Southern Africa. 
 
Through our associated companies we have an established network which distributes to over 300 retail 
outlets throughout South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia and Namibia. 
 
Charles Montgomery, the new owner, has taken ownership of National Cartridge Company and brings 
with him his expertise in cartridge manufacturing. He is a very enthusiastic game and wing shooter, and is 
passionate about clay target shooting. 
 
The company furthermore prides itself, that all aspects of the shooter are catered for and offers products 
from reputable manufacturers. Merkel, Haenel, Stoeger, Diamondback, Mossberg, Armed, Norinco, 
Baikal, Lanber, Browning, Beretta, F.E.G., S&W, Webley and other international brands feature in our 
stock, as well as a range of N.C., P.M.P., N.G.A. and Swartklip (all proudly South African) products. 
 
Aside from the retail we offer corporate companies the opportunity to take advantage of our "Corporate 
Shoot" facility. Never shot a shotgun? This is the chance to learn, and take your customers, or your staff 
out for a day. Qualified instructors, guns, ammunition and targets are all supplied.  
 
Our products are available wholesale throughout South Africa and the region - contact us now for further 
information.  
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NEW FOR 2020 

 

The industrial revolution turned Germany into the third largest industrial nation in the world. And 
in Suhl the craftsman’s workshops turned into manufactories and later into gun factories. The 
Merkel brothers wanted to be a part of the unprecedented transformation of the national 
economy at the turn of the 19th Century. Albert Oskar, Gebhard and Karl Paul Merkel came 
from a long line of engravers, stock makers and gunsmiths – and a family with many children. 
All eleven sons of the family found their way into the gun making trade. Albert Oskar and 
Gebhard Merkel were master gunsmiths. Karl Paul Merkel followed as a master stock maker – 
they formed a trading company “for the purpose of the joint manufacture of firearms and other 
articles. ” On the 1st September 1898 the company started running in the second district. This 
was the start of a development that is remarkable even in the gun making town of Suhl. During 
the formative years of the company the manufacture of hunting, sporting and luxury guns was 
booming in the old gun making town. The mechanical design of these guns was more elaborate 
and technically variable than military rifles. Merkel was committed to the “fine gun” at all times; 
even in wartime it was never more than a parts supplier for military production. 
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HELIX Explorer 

The Explorer is the HELIX with the synthetic stock – for use in tough everyday hunting 
conditions. The fiberglass-reinforced composite stock material is in a dark shade of 
anthracite and has a soft-grip surface. The soft, low-noise material ensures a firm grip 
even at low temperatures. At the same time, it also has a system-compatible design: the 
wooden and synthetic stocks are interchangeable. Whether standard barrel or semi-
weight barrels – the fore-end of the Explorer always fits while allowing the barrel to float 
free. 

 

 

CALIBRES 

Mini calibre: .222 Rem. / .223 Rem. 
Standard calibre: .243 Win. / .270 Win. / 6,5x55SE / 7x64 / .308 Win. / .30-06 
Spring. / 8x57IS / 9,3x62 
Magnum calibre: .300 Win. Mag. / .338 Win. Mag. / 7mm Rem. Mag. 
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HELIX Alpinist 

Designed for accurate and long-range shots: The Helix Alpinist doesn’t just cut a fine 
figure in mountain hunting. The optional bipod (adapter as standard) acts as a stable 
rest in all terrains. And because it is the stock: the smooth adjustable cheek piece 
allows for a quick, safe and always reproducible shooting position – a functional treat for 
the accurate shot and the fast-driven hunt. 

 

 

CALIBRES 

Mini calibre: .222 Rem. / .223 Rem. 
Standard calibre: .243 Win. / .270 Win. / 6,5x55SE / 7x64 / .308 Win. / .30-06 
Spring. / 8x57IS / 9,3x62 
Magnum calibre: .300 Win. Mag. / .338 Win. Mag. / 7mm Rem. Mag. 
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HELIX Custom 

Our handcrafted and masterfully engraved hunting rifles, which are manufactured 
exactly according to the wishes of a customer, are "custom made". The essence of 
HELIX is to adapt to the needs of its owner: With the HELIX Custom, this philosophy is 
continued into the craftsmanship detail. 

 

CALIBRES 

Mini caliber: .222 Rem. / .223 Rem. 
Default caliber: .243 Win. / .270 Win. / 6,5x55SE / 7x64 / .308 Win. / .30-06 
Spring. / 8x57IS / 9,3x62 / 300 Win. Mag. / .338 Win. Mag. / 7mm rem 

HELIX Black 
The black model in the HELIX range is completely fitted out, and comes with an black 

aluminum action. With wooden stock and driven hunt sights. Available in wood-classes 

2 to 10 

 

CALIBRES 

Mini calibre: .222 Rem. / .223 Rem. 
Standard calibre: .243 Win. / .270 Win. / 6,5x55SE / 7x64 / .308 Win. / .30-06 
Spring. / 8x57IS / 9,3x62 / 300 Win. Mag. / .338 Win. Mag. / 7mm Rem. Mag. 
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HELIX Lady DS 

The HELIX Lady DS is the hunting rifle from the perspective of the woman thought: 
The buttplate was adapted to the female anatomy. A steep pistol grip allows the relaxed 
operation of the trigger even with small hands, a strong damping butt plate absorbs the 
recoil. Balanced balance with inserted Semi Weight barrel for particularly pleasant 
shooting behavior. The straight shaft is shorter and combined with a Monte Carlo jaw, 
the buttplate sits deeper than the shaft back. No compromise, but perfect ergonomics 
for a quick, comfortable and safe stop. 

 

CALIBRES 

Mini caliber: .222 Rem. / .223 Rem. 
Default caliber: .243 Win. / .270 Win. / 6,5x55SE / 7x64 / .308 Win. / .30-06 Spring. / 
8x57IS / 9,3x62 / 300 Win. Mag. / .338 Win. Mag. / 7mm rem 

HELIX Deluxe 

Distinguished and individual: engravers in Suhl etch your three chosen animals into the 
Helix Deluxe action – surrounded by leaves or arabesques. The fore-end and buttstock 
of this premium rifle are formed from finest Turkish walnut (class 7 and higher). The 
trigger is gold-plated and the lower receiver magazine is also engraved. 

 

CALIBRES 

Mini calibre: .222 Rem. / .223 Rem. 
Standard calibre: .243 Win. / .270 Win. / 6,5x55SE / 7x64 / .308 Win. / .30-06 Spring. / 
8x57IS / 9,3x62 / .300 Win. Mag. / .338 Win. Mag. / 7mm Rem. Mag. 
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HELIX Noblesse 

Finest wood for the great stage of the social hunts: The Noblesse versions Lady DS 
stock shines by combining precious walnut 
wood and applications of ebony. Furthermore, this jewel possesses a gold platted 
trigger and bolt head. 

 

CALIBRES 

Mini calibre: .222 Rem. / .223 Rem. 
Standard calibre: .243 Win. / .270 Win. / 6,5x55SE / 7x64 / .308 Win. / .30-06 Spring. / 
8x57IS / 9,3x62 / .300 Win. Mag. / .338 Win. Mag. / 7mm Rem. Mag. 
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HELIX Speedster 
 

The HELIX Speedster, with its new revolutionary synthetic stock strikes out in a new 
direction as a hunting rifle. The top-opened Omega Grip combines two classic stock 
principles into an ergonomic and fast novelty. Because the good ergonomics during the 
shot of classic thumbhole stock constructs only reveals its disadvantages when 
reloading: During fast bolt action, the threading in and out of the thumb into the hole is 
obstructive. 

The new Seedstock of the HELIX Speedster eliminates this problem. The thumb slides 
as if on rails along the ergonomic stock shape into shooting position on the Omega Grip 
as well as out of it when reloading. The automatically adjustable stock comb can be 
adjusted in its height at the push of a button, an important advantage for shooting with a 
scope. 

 

 

CALIBRES 

Mini calibre: .222 Rem. / .223 Rem. 
Standard calibre: .243 Win. / .270 Win. / 6,5x55SE / 7x64 / .308 Win. / .30-06 Spring. / 
8x57IS / 9,3x62 / .300 Win. Mag. / .338 Win. Mag. / 7mm Rem. Mag. 
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HELIX Suppressor 
 

In many countries in the world, the use of suppressors for hunting purposes is allowed. 

In others – as in many German states – a hunter needs an official permit for a 

suppressor. Whoever is allowed to use a suppressor conserves his hearing, the 

surroundings, the hearing of his dog and prevents stress for the hunted animals. But a 

suppressor is not only a hearing protection to mount: The new HLX Suppressor by 

Merkel has been developed in cooperation with the Swiss specialist B&T. It fits on every 

barrel with a M15x1 muzzle thread. The Merkel SHL Suppressor verifiably reduces the 

peak sound pressure of the muzzle blast in every calibre by a minimum of 30dB(C) – 

this is the minimum required in some countries. Furthermore, it reduces the recoil while 

shooting. Fitted on a Suppressor barrel, the barrel together with the suppressor is no 

longer than a standard barrel. 
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Single Shot Rifle K3 

The K3 single shot Stutzen is a variation on the K class, which combines the short rifle 
with the full barrel stock forearm. Lovers of this special gun appreciate its handiness in 
practice – when stalking, in the raised hide and also in transport. The K3 Stutzen 
combines impressive shortness with efficient gun technology. 

 

CALIBRES 

Standard calibre: 7x57R / 7x65R / .243 Win. / .270 Win. / .308 Win. / .30-06 Spring. / 
8x57IRS / other calibers upon request 

Single Shot Rifle K3 
The single barrel rifle is a special gun. Aficionados value its optimized shot performance 

to weight ratio. 

 
CALIBRES 

 

Standard calibre: .223 Rem. / .243 Win. / 6,5x57R / 6,5x65R / .270 Win. / 7x57R / 

7x65R / .308 Win. / .30-06 Spring. / 8x57IRS / 9,3x74R 

Magnum calibre: .300 Win. Mag. / 7mm Rem. Mag. / other calibers upon request 
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Safari SxS double Rifle 140AE 

The basis version of the Africa rifles is the favoured gun of many professional hunters. 
The Merkel version of the Anson & Deeley box lock is traditionally valued for its 
unrivalled reliability for big game hunting. An uncomplicated workhorse, based on the 
experience of over 100 years of rifle development for big game hunting. All the 
mechanical systems are doubled and can thus function autonomously – this is 
particularly important in dangerous situations, where life and limb are at risk. 

 

 

CALIBRES 

.416 Rigby / .470 N.E. / .500 N.E. / .375 H&H Mag. 
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Safari SxS Rifle 160AE 

The precision and reliability of Merkel safari rifles has delighted big game hunters and 
heads of state for generations. The 160 version combines the largest calibre with 
sidelocks – which also offers our engravers additional scope of decorating the long 
sidelocks. One of the most beautiful rifles – for the most exciting form of hunting. 

 

 

 

 

CALIBRES 

.416 Rigby / .470 N.E. / .500 N.E. / .450/400. N.E. / .375 H&H Mag. 
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O/U double rifle B3 
 

The over-and-under is the classic Merkel hunting gun. The B3 is specially designed for 

the driven hunt and the rapid second shot. The features include double locks, manual 

cocking system, and adjustable single trigger. Merkel has brought the practical features 

of this MEM development up to the technically highest level. The technology is 

combined with the high-strength Suhl tilted block breech. The slim barrel set is 

constructed without an upper tube, which saves on weight; the lower barrel is free 

floating. The muzzle adjustment is protected by the forearm. The lines of this over-and-

under rifle follow the Suhl tradition: from the Schnabel on the forearm to the curved side 

of the stock. 

 

 

CALIBRES 

Standard calibre: .30-06 Spring. / .30R Blaser / 8x57IRS / 9,3x74R 
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O/U Shotgun 303E 
 

Since 1924 – and probably for as long as hunters exist: the 303 is the over-and-under 

classic among the Merkel Meisterstücks. In 1932 this rifle cost around 1550 

Reichsmarks; more than the Opel P4, which cost 1400 Reichsmarks at that time. No 

question about it: the 303 was and is a luxury product. Its functional principles and its 

appearance still correspond to the original idea of the perfect over-and-under gun – but 

the materials used and the performance of this gun have been constantly adapted to the 

current state of technology. Is there a better form of sustainability than being made to 

last for generations? 

 

 

CALIBRES 

Shotgun calibre: 12/76 / 20/76 
Chokes: 1/2-1/1 
Optional: other calibers upon request / other choke combinations possible 
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The C.G. Haenel GmbH develops, produces and distributes high quality hunting, 
sporting and law enforcement weapons – originating in the old gun maker’s town Suhl, 
rich in tradition, into the whole world. Suhl can refer to the expertise of excellent 
engineers, weapon technicians and gunsmiths – and on staff that carries weapon-
engineering in their genes and memes. 

The Suhl Company was founded in the year 1840 by the Prussian commissioner for 
firearms manufacturing Carl Gottlieb Haenel. Since the 16th century, located at the gate 
of the Thuringian forest, firearms were produced. C.G. Haenel is therefore in one line 
with a century old tradition of gunsmiths, manufacturing- and industrial companies in the 
region. The historical brand represented technological high-end weapon systems, 
mainly for the military, which were closely linked to the designs of the weapon 
developer Hugo Schmeisser. Many semi- and fully automatic weapons originated from 
C.G. Haenel and from Schmeisser, who was co-owner and general manager of the 
company. One of the developments of Schmeisser at C.G. Haenel is the machine 
carbine 44, the first machine gun in the world. 

Jaeger 10 Standard 

If a wooden stock is to survive in though everyday hunting, the Jaeger 10 Standard is 
the right choice. The grade 1 stock is robust and, as traditionalists prefer, in Monte-
Carlo style. 

 

CALIBER:   

 .223 Rem., .243 Win., .270 Win, .30-06, .308 Win., 6,5×55 SE, 7×64, 8×57 IS, 9,3×62  , 
7 mm Rem. Mag., .300 Win. Mag. 

 

Jaeger 10 Varmint 
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The Jaeger 10 Varmint is a hunting rifle designed for precision with a semi-weight 
barrel, a robust synthetic stock, a bipod adapter on the fore-end and a picatinny rail. 
The Sporter version also features an adjustable cheek-piece – for precise shooting in 
different positions. Threaded barrel M15x1. 

 

CALIBER: 

.223 Rem., .243 Win., .308 Win., 6,5×55 SE, .270 Win. .30-06 Spring .300 Win. Mag. 

Jaeger 10 Varmint Sporter 

The Jaeger 10 Varmint Sporter is a hunting rifle designed for precision with a semi-
weight barrel, a robust synthetic stock, a bipod adapter on the fore-end and a picatinny 
rail. The Sporter version also features an adjustable cheek-piece – for precise shooting 
in different positions. Threaded barrel M15x1. 

 

CALIBER: 

.223 Rem., .243 Win., .308 Win., 6,5×55 SE, .270 Win .30-06 Spring .300 Win. Mag. 

RS8 Basic 

The base of the system – the precision bolt action rifle is optimized for a high action 
radius of average up to far shooting distances. available in the calibre .308 Win.. 
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RS8 Compact 

Short and handy: The Compact-variant of the RS8 with an increased barrel diameter for 
maximum precision on average shooting distances. It is 9 cm shorter than the Basic-
variant and available in the calibre .308 Win. 

 

RS8 Subsonic 

The RS8 with integrated suppressor: The twist rate of the barrel is – as well as the 
special silencer – adapted to subsonic-ammunition in the calibre .308 Win. 

 

RS9 

The precision rifle RS9 (Rifle System 9) is the most powerful variant of the Haenel RS-
family. The rifle is used from Special Forces of the police and is fitted with the calibre 
.338 Lapua Magnum. The rifle has been introduced to the German army as sniper rifle 
G29 on average ranges. 
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CR223 

The Haenel CR223 in calibre .223 Rem. is a weapon in the AR-15-class and is fully 
compatible to the basics of this class. The indirect gas-operated rifle is a Haenel in-
house development. This semi-automatic rifle convinces the police and law enforcement 
with many detailed improvements 

 

 

CR308 

Bigger and stronger: The CR variant in calibre .308Win. / 7,62 x 51 mm NATO can fall 
back on the higher performance capacities of this universal and widely used cartridge. 
The dimensions of the rifle are adjusted to the calibre, apart from that, it is functionally 
and economically equivalent to the Haenel CR 223 series. 
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The Diamondback vision began in 1989 with a small shop of three employees that had 
a desire to create what we wanted, how we wanted it, without compromise. Since then, 
that small shop has transformed into a crew of over 200 passionate individuals 
dedicated to perfection in the process of designing, manufacturing, testing, and 
delivering our products from our hands to yours, right here in the U.S.A. Family 
operated at our core, we’ve grown to become five separate companies (Diamondback 
Firearms Diamondback CNC, Diamondback Barrels, Diamondback Marine, 
Diamondback Airboats) filled with skilled blue-collar craftsmen that operate as one to 
make the Diamondback America family. 

 

DB9 

After countless hours of research and development, Diamondback is ready to unveil 
our next-gen DB9. The DB9 is the perfect firearm for those looking to carry a gun that 
can easily fit in your pocket but still maintain the stopping power of a full sized 9mm. 

New for 2020 
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AM2 

After countless hours of research and development, Diamondback is ready to unveil 

our latest firearm the AM2. The AM2 is the perfect option for those that do not want to 

sacrifice the form factor of a concealed carry pistol for the performance and capacity of 

a full-size pistol. 
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DB9RB AND DB9RBB 

Designed with a Roger collapsible butt stock, the Diamondback Firearms DB9 9mm 
Luger Semiautomatic Rifle also has a 16-inch nitride-finished barrel with an A2 flash 
hider, an aluminum receiver and a Magpul MOE pistol grip. It's outfitted with a 15-inch 
key-mod rail and includes a 31-round GLOCK-style plastic magazine. 

 

 

 

DB10CKMB AND DB10CKMBB 

Diamondback Firearms is proud to announce its line of DB10 rifles made entirely in the 
USA! Starting with the tried-and-true, U.S. Military-proven gas-impingement system and 
using only the highest quality components machined in Diamondback’s CNC facility. 
The DB10 raises the bar when it comes to features and performance when compared to 
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others. From the modified Diamondback aluminum four-rail handguard, to a variety of 
color and sight options, the Diamondback DB10 represents value and versatility all at a 
very affordable price. Caliber: 308 Winchester 

 

DB15EB 

Diamondback Firearms is proud to announce its NEW line of DB15 rifles made entirely 
in the USA! Our AR15 rifle platform starts with the tried-and-true, U.S. Military-proven 
gas-impingement system and using only the highest quality components machined in 
Diamondback’s CNC facility.  The DB15 raises the bar when it comes to features and 
performance when compared to others.  From the modified Diamondback aluminum 
four-rail handguard, to a variety of color, sight, and stock options, the Diamondback 
DB15 represents value and versatility all at a very affordable price. Compatible with 
most AR15 accessories the DB15 is a versatile rifle system. Caliber: 5.56 NATO/ .223 
Remington 

 

DB1547EMLB 

Diamondback Firearms is proud to announce its NEW line of DB15 rifles made entirely 
in the USA! Starting with the tried-and-true, U.S. Military-proven gas-impingement 
system and using only the highest quality components machined in Diamondback’s 
CNC facility.  The DB15 raises the bar when it comes to features and performance 
when compared to others.  From the modified Diamondback aluminum four-rail 
handguard, to a variety of color, sight, and stock options, the Diamondback DB15 
represents value and versatility all at a very affordable price. Caliber: 7.62×39 
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Since 1919, Mossberg® has been the leader in introducing important design 
breakthroughs to the firearm industry. Many product features pioneered by Mossberg® 
are now the standards by which all modern firearms are judged. Never content with the 
status quo, our men and women constantly strive to improve and update the capabilities 
of all Mossberg® products. In accomplishing this goal, we recognize that each 
improvement is a part of the “Shooting System” approach and most are designed to fit 
the shotgun you bought years ago. 
Our design and innovative edge is truly changing the way shooters use shotguns and 
rifles. We are particularly proud that our Mossberg® pump shotguns are the only 
shotguns purchased by the United States government that meet or exceed Mil-S-3443 
specifications. It is this basis of unquestionable quality that drives Mossberg® to bring 
reliable, well-built shooting systems to you at an affordable price. 
 

New for 2020 
 

 

940™ JM Pro 

A winner… right out-of-the-box. 
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Designed in conjunction with World Champion shooter Jerry Miculek, the new 940 JM 

Pro is feature-rich, fast-cycling, and ultra-competitive. 

Competition-Ready Features. 

These 940 JM Pro autoloaders were built to compete and win. Inside, you will find a 

new durable gas system that allows for up to 1500 rounds between cleaning, nickel 

boron-coated internal parts for smooth operation, and a competition-level loading port, 

elevator, and follower. Outside, an adjustable stock and streamlined forend sport 

Mossberg signature texturing, while a host of stylized, functional components combine 

for competition— to optimize speed, accuracy, and durability. 
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New for 2020 

 

MC2c Cross-Bolt Safety 
 

After the phenomenal success of the MC1sc,™ Mossberg is again using its design and 
engineering prowess to build a feature-rich, compact handgun… the MC2c™. Sporting 
double-stack magazines and a host of ergonomic and performance features, the 
MC2c™ is an excellent choice for concealed carry or home protection. 

 

MC1sc AND MC1sc VIRIDIAN® Laser Equipped 
 
INTRODUCING THE MOSSBERG MC1SC SUBCOMPACT 9MM PISTOL 
Trouble is unpredictable. It shows up without warning. It rears its ugly head when and 
where you least expect it. Trouble has no conscience. No regrets. No remorse. So be 
prepared. And be protected. Introducing the MC1sc Subcompact 9mm Pistol by 
Mossberg. Combining optimal shoot ability with superior ergonomics, the MC1sc 
features an optimized grip angle for easier targeting, a flat-profile trigger for an improved 
pull, and our exclusive Safe Takedown System™: a design that does not require the 
user to pull the trigger during the disassembly process. The MC1sc Subcompact 9mm 
Pistol. Be ready to strike back. 
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MVP®-LR (Long Range) 
6,5 CREEDMOOR 

LONG RANGE MVP RIFLES FEATURING AN ADJUSTABLE-COMB STOCK WITH A 
MOSSCOTE™ CHEEKREST IN A CLASSIC OR BENCHREST STYLE. 
FEATURES: Patented MVP bolt designs that accept and feed from standard AR-style 
magazines.  
Also offers a long-range OD green pillar-bedded stock with push-button adjustable 
comb with a rubberized Mosscote™ cheek rest, patented LBA Adjustable Trigger (3-
7lbs), oversized bolt handle, and Picatinny rail. All barrels are threaded for suppressors 
or muzzle brakes and come with a protective thread cap. 

 

 

MVP Predator Rifle 
6,5 CREEDMOOR 

BREAKTHROUGH ENGINEERING DELIVERS AR-STYLE MAGAZINE 
COMPATIBILITY IN A DEDICATED SERIES OF HUNTING RIFLES. 
 
Predator models feature a sporter style laminate stock, and choice of 20” sporter or 18 
½” medium bull barrels; optional threaded barrels available. 
FEATURES: Ability to accept and feed from AR-15, AR-10-style (LR308/SR25), and 
M1A/M14 magazines; user-adjustable LBA trigger and pillar-bedded stock for superior 
accuracy. 
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MVP Precision Rifle 
6,5 CREEDMOOR and 224 VALKYRIE 

AR MAGAZINE COMPATIBLE; NEW DESIGN TAKEDOWN CHASSIS & LUTH-AR 
MBA-3 ADJUSTABLE STOCK 

Introducing the MVP® Precision tactical rifle — sporting an all-new Mossberg chassis 
design and LUTH-AR MBA-3 adjustable stock. 

• MVP bolt designs accept and feed from standard AR-style magazines –– a first 
for bolt-actions (Patented Drop Push and Dual Push designs). Each MVP 
Precision rifle comes with a Magpul 10-Round PMAG. 

• 24”or 20” threaded Medium Bull barrels (with included thread cap) are standard, 
ready for mounting suppressors or muzzle brakes. Barrels are free-floated in a 
slim-profile forearm featuring M-LOK® modular mounting system for use with a 
variety of compatible accessories. 

• FEATURES: LUTH-AR MBA-3 stock (adjustable for LOP, Cast, and Comb 
height) with takedown capability; patented LBA® Adjustable Trigger (3-7 lbs.); an 
optics-ready 20 MOA top Picatinny rail; Scalloped tactical bolt handle; Magpul 
MOE+ grip; and Anodized and Matte Blue metal finishes. 
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MVP LC Rifle 
6,5 CREEDMOOR 

• THE MVP LC COMBINES AN ALUMINUM TARGET CHASSIS WITH MAGPUL 
GRIP AND A MILSPEC ADJUSTABLE STOCK. 

• FEATURES: The patented MVP bolt design compatible with standard AR 
magazines (AR15, LR308/SR25); features the MDT LSS light chassis aluminium 
stock; Milspec Magpul CTR Adjustable LOP Stock with A-frame profile to reduce 
snagging for height adjustment. Offered with a 16.25” (5.56mm NATO), 18.5” 
(7.62mm NATO), or 20″ (6.5 Creedmoor) threaded barrel with protective thread 
cap included.  Patented LBA adjustable trigger system, an oversized bolt handle, 
and Picatinny rail. 

 

Mossberg Patriot Predator 
6,5 CREEDMOOR 

 
PATRIOT BOLT-ACTIONS ARE LOADED WITH FEATURES, AND OUR NEW 
PREDATOR MODEL IS NO EXCEPTION. 
 
Attractive, Accurate and Affordable. These classically-styled rifles offer premium 
features at a great value: LBA™ adjustable triggers, fluted and threaded barrels, 
oversized bolt handles, spiral fluted bolts, top-mount Picatinny rail/scope bases and 4-
round box magazines. 
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Mossberg Patriot Walnut 

ATTRACTIVE, ACCURATE, AND AFFORDABLE. 
 
Available in Walnut or Synthetic, the classic styled Patriot looks right on the gun rack 
and feels great when shouldered. 
 
The Patriot’s button-rifled fluted barrels are free-floated and have a recessed crown for 
maximum accuracy. At 22” in length, the barrels are long enough to achieve full-velocity 
from every calibre, yet short enough for quick handling in the densest woods. The 
Patriot’s attractive spiral fluted bolts feature an ergonomic bolt angle and knurled bolt 
handle offering plenty of grip providing for quick follow-up shots and enhanced shooter 
comfort. Its box-magazine-fed action makes loading and unloading a snap. 
 

Caliber: 
 
243 WIN,308 WIN,25-06 REM,270 WIN,30-06 SPRG 

 

Mossberg Patriot Revere 

FEATURING PREMIUM EUROPEAN WALNUT STOCKS WITH ROSEWOOD 
ACCENTS 

Mossberg has expanded our Patriot bolt-action line-up with the handsomely-appointed 
Revere Series–available in six calibres. 

Caliber: 
 
243 WIN,308 WIN,25-06 REM,270 WIN,30-06 SPRG 
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715 T TACTICAL SEMI-AUTOMATIC .22 LR RIFLE 

These Mossberg Flat Top Tactical 22 provide the look, feel and excitement of the AR 
platform, built around their proven and dependable 22 long rifle autoloader. Featuring 
an 16.25" blued barrel with a 1:16" RH twist and removeable muzzle brake. The 
magazine is detachable and has a capacity of 10 or 25 rounds. The 25 round models 
comes with an accessory magazine loading cap. The stocks are available in fixed or 
adjustable. 

 

802 Plinkster 
.22LR 

WITH A NEW STOCK DESIGN, CHOOSING THE 802 BOLT ACTION .22LR FOR 
PLINKING SMALL GAME HUNTING, OR TARGET SHOOTING JUST GOT EASIER. 

FEATURES: Stock design with stippled grip and forend, dual swivel studs, and a thick 
vented recoil pad. 18″ blued barrels, fiber optic adjustable sights, and dovetailed 
receiver ready for 3/8″ scope mounts. 10-round magazine. 
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464™ Lever Action Centerfire Rifles 
.22LR or 30-30 win 

MOSSBERG HAS REINVENTED THE CLASSIC WESTERN-STYLE “COWBOY GUN” 
WITH MODERN TOUCHES AND INNOVATIONS. 

FEATURES: Precision-machined receiver; conveniently-positioned ejection port for 
clearance when using optics; convenient top-tang safety; blued finished barrels in 20” 
length; choice of 3-dot adjustable fiber optic or adjustable rifle sights; receiver is drilled 
and tapped for Weaver #403 bases. 

 

464 SPX - Centerfire Lever-Action Rifle 
.22LR or 30-30 win 

464 SPX OFFERS A NEW TWIST TO A CLASSIC LINE OF LEVER-ACTIONS, AND 

BRINGS NEW ERA OF LEVER ACTIONS TO TODAY’S HUNTERS AND SHOOTERS. 

FEATURES: precision-machined receiver; conviently-positioned ejection port for 

clearance when using optics; convenient top-tang safety. 3-Dot adjustable fiber-optic 

sight; receiver is drilled and tapped; 6-position tactical stock; picatinny tri-rail forend; 

front and rear sling swivel studs; durable matte blued metal finishes. 
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500 Hunting All Purpose Field - Classic 
12GA 

THE MOST PROLIFIC AND RELIABLE SHOTGUN IN THE WORLD IS ALSO THE 
MOST VERSATILE SHOTGUN PLATFORM AVAILABLE, WITH A MODEL TO FIT 
EVERY SEASON, EVERY APPLICATION, AND EVERY USER. 

FEATURES: Dual extractors, positive steel to steel lockup, twin action bars, and an anti-
jam elevator ensure smooth operation. Top mounted safety provides for ambidextrous 
operation. Select models offer the revolutionary Lightning Pump Action (LPA) adjustable 
trigger. 

 

590 9-Shot Heat-Shield 
12GA 

WITH CREDENTIALS HARD-EARNED OVER DECADES OF MILITARY AND LAW 

ENFORCEMENT USE, THE 590 SHOTGUN IS THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR YOUR 

PERSONAL AND HOME DEFENSE NEEDS. 

FEATURES: Dual extractors, positive steel-to-steel lockup, twin action bars, and an 

anti-jam elevator ensure smooth operation. Top mounted safety provides for 

ambidextrous operation. Additional special features include tri-railed forends to facilitate 

accessory lights and lasers, adjustable stocks for rapid adjustment of length of pull. 
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590A1 - 9-Shot Magpul Series 
12GA 

SELECTED BY THE U.S. ARMED FORCES AFTER PASSING THE RIGORS OF 

MILSPEC QUALIFICATION, THE 590A1 IS THE DUTY WEAPON OF CHOICE FOR 

MILITARY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES WORLDWIDE. 

FEATURES: MilSpec construction: the only pump action shotgun to pass MilSpec 

3443E; Parkerized or Marinecote finishes on heavy-walled barrels; metal trigger guard 

and safety buttons. Select models feature tactical tri-rail forends, 6-position adjustable 

stocks, picatinny top rails, and specialty sight packages. 

 

500 Tactical - 8 Shot 
12GA 

BUILT RUGGED FOR MILITARY, POLICE, AND LAW ABIDING CITIZENS, THE 

MOSSBERG 500 TACTICAL LINE OFFERS MISSION-READY SHOTGUNS FOR ANY 

SCENARIO. 

FEATURES: Dual extractors, positive steel-to-steel lockup, twin action bars, and an 

anti-jam elevator ensure smooth operation. Top mounted safety provides for 

ambidextrous operation. Additional special features include tri-railed forends to facilitate 

accessory lights and lasers, adjustable stocks for rapid adjustment of length of pull 

coupled with a broad range of accessory barrels make the 500/590 one of the most 

adaptable firearms in history. 
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MMR CARBINE 
223 REM (5,56MM) 

 

The carbine evolved. The new Mossberg Modern Rifle (MMR) combines MagPul’s best 

in class furniture with the highly adaptable Mossberg handguard to deliver a great 

shooting and ruggedly dependable rifle that shoots and feels as good as it looks. 

 

MMR CARBINE 
224 VALKYRIE 

 
The MMR Pro Rifle delivers 3-gun features that shooters are looking for to gain the 

competitive edge. It features the JM Pro Drop-In Match trigger, a rifle-length direct-

impingement gas system, a free floating stainless steel barrel for superior accuracy, and 

a 6-position stock with interchangeable Flex pads for LOP flexibility. It also features a 

Raptor ambidextrous charging handle and a Magpul grip and trigger guard. 
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930 JM Pro-Series Autoloaders  
12GA 

 

930 Tactical - 8 Shot SPX 
12GA 

WHEN A CHAMPIONSHIP IS ON THE LINE AND SPEED REALLY MATTERS, TEAM 
MICULEK CHOOSES THE MOSSBERG 930 JM PRO-SERIES SHOTGUN. 

FEATURES: Fast cycling gas system; Beveled loading gate for faster reloading, Pro-
Series Engraving, special corrosion resistant finishes on internal parts for smooth 
cycling and ease cleaning operations, Adjustable overtravel, and knurled charging 
handle. 
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Maverick® 88® 12GA 

THE WORKING MAN’S SHOTGUN, THE MAVERICK LINE OF PUMP-ACTION 
SHOTGUNS ARE PROVEN PERFORMERS – EQUALLY AT HOME IN THE WOODS, 
UPLAND FIELDS, OR ON HOME SECURITY DUTY. 

PUMP-ACTION FEATURES: Dual extractors, twin action bars, positive steel to steel 
lockup, and an anti-jam elevator provide trouble free operation. 

 

Silver Reserve II Sport w/Shell Ejectors 12GA 

 

Mossberg International Silver Reserve II Super 
Sport w/Shell Ejectors  

12GA 

BREAK-ACTION SHOTGUNS PACKED WITH FEATURES AND REFINED DETAILS 
TRADITIONALLY RESERVED FOR HIGH-END DOUBLE GUNS. 

FEATURES: Choice of shell extractors or ejectors, corrosion resistant chrome-lined 
chambers and barrels, tang-mounted safety with integrated barrel selector, dual locking 
lugs ensure solid lock-up and long-term reliability. 
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Stoeger Industries, established in 1924, is a member of the Benelli USA family of 
companies, located in Accokeek, Maryland. 

Stoeger offers a complete lineup of shotguns and gauges. Products 
include shotguns, pistols, turkey shotguns, waterfowl shotguns, pump shotguns, and 

target guns in side by side and over and under configurations. Stoeger’s tactical 
firearms lineup includes both shotguns and pistols. 

Stoeger stands behind its value-priced quality products, with a 5-year warranty. 

New Stoeger STR-9 

 

DESCRIPTION 

9MMP STOEGER STR-9 + 2x 15 SHOT MAGS  

 

Stoeger brings an earned reputation for durable, dependable shotguns to the world of 

semiautomatic pistols with the new STR-9. This striker-fired 9mm comes packed with 

features you'd expect in a pistol costing twice as much. Its integrated rail, internal 

safety, reversible magazine release, optimized slide serrations, three-dot sight system 

and enhanced ergonomics deliver consistent performance and comfort. 

http://www.benelliusa.com/
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/shotguns
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/pistols
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/turkey-shotguns
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/waterfowl-shotguns
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/pump-shotguns
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/side-by-side-shotguns
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/over-and-under-shotguns
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/tactical-firearms
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/tactical-firearms
https://www.stoegerindustries.com/warranty
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Stoeger Cougar 

 

DESCRIPTION 

9MMP STOEGER COUGAR 8000 FT 2x 15 SHOT MAGS  

 

The Stoeger 8000 Cougar semi-auto pistols inherit the reputation of the original Beretta 

8000 as reliable, durable and powerful. First designed primarily for tactical undercover 

work, the Cougar is now carried by a growing number of police officers as their official 

duty sidearm thanks to its ergonomics, low recoil and inherent accuracy. The original 

Beretta Cougar was NATO qualified and boasted a long service-life of more than 30,000 

file:///C:/Users/natio/Desktop/WHOLESALE%20GUN%20PRICELIST%202020.xlsx%23RANGE!B222
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9mm rounds. In its new incarnation, Beretta has developed an ergonomically-advanced 

pistol that is compact but capable of handling high-power cartridges, offering high 

magazine capacity and giving a long service life. This has been possible also thanks to 

the innovative adaptation of a locked-breech system with a rotating barrel. Today, the 

Stoeger 8000 Cougar pistol is manufactured by the Stoeger Silah Sanayi A.S., strictly in 

line with the most traditional Beretta quality control and attention to detail. 

 

Stoeger is proud to announce our 3-Gun ready shotgun, the M3K! 

Stoeger Industries has taken its M3000 line to the next level with the creation of the 
M3K. This 3-Gun shotgun can deliver the goods without breaking the bank. 

Stoeger M3K semi shotgun 

 

DESCRIPTION 

STOEGER M3000 M3K SEMI 24''BARREL 10+1 SHOT SYNTHETIC 

STOEGER M3000 M3K SEMI 26''BARREL 10+1 SHOT SYNTHETIC 
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The M3K 3-gun shotgun now comes right out of the box with a 10+1-capacity magazine, 

making it a fantastic choice for the ambitious (yet price conscious) competitor. The M3K 

comes with an over-sized, anodized aluminum bolt release and extended tactical-style 

anodized aluminum bolt handle. Reloading is made quicker and easier with the 

custom/elongated carrier and enlarged, beveled loading port. 

Stoeger P3000 pump shotgun 

 

DESCRIPTION 

STOEGER P3000 PUMP 24''BARREL 7+1 SHOT SYNTHETIC 

 
P3000 Defense Pump Shotgun 
The only thing cooler than the sound of a pump-action being cycled is knowing that you 
have enough firepower on  
tap to outlast most shotguns on Planet Earth. The P3000 Freedom Series has all the 
features of its standard-capacity cousin, plus an extra 3 shots (7+1 capacity) 
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400 YEARS OF QUALITY 
The Sabatti family has been in the gun making business for almost 400 years. The 
experience acquired has been passed down with no interruption from generation to 
generation, from father to son. 
 

SAPHIRE 

 
 
THE BRAND NEW SAPHIRE IS A CUTTING EDGE DEER HUNTING RIFLE THAT 
SHOWS A TOTALLY DIFFERENT ACTION COMPARED WITH THE OLDEST ROVER 
RIFLE. 
 
This elegant and modern action represents the best of the “Made in Italy” when it comes 
to beauty and precision. 
The action machined from a solid block of Ergal 55 aluminium alloy features two 
integrated Picatinny rails for fast fitting and regulation of sighting devices. 
The bolt with 3 front lugs is no longer a monolithic piece but is made in three parts: the 
head, the body and the handle. This allows a more accurate manufacturing of the parts, 
the use of different kind of steel and heat treatments based on the mechanical features 
required. 
The bolt moves very smoothly after assembly and its floating head guarantees perfect 
contact on all 3 lugs thus enhancing precision. The barrels in AISI 4140 steel (42CrMo4) 
are all cold-hammer forged and their Multiradial Rifling (MMR) improves accuracy and 
guarantees longer barrel life, easy cleaning and higher bullets speed. 
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URBAN SNIPER 

 

THE SABATTI URBAN SNIPER IS A PRECISION BOLT ACTION RIFLE IDEAL FOR 
BOTH COMPETITION AND WILD BOAR HUNTING. 
 
The thumbhole stock in high resistance Nylon charged with 30% fiberglass increases 
strength and reduces vibrations. 
The cheek piece is fully adjustable and so is the LOP. The Urban Sniper is so compact 
and easy to carry to be the ideal companion for driven wild boar hunting in the thick of 
the woods. However the 510-mm MRR barrel makes it also the perfect in  rifle shooting 
competition. 
The barrel is 22 mm diameter at the muzzle and comes with 5/8’’-24 threads to fit 
a muzzle break and thread cup. 
The bolt features an interchangeable tactical handle and an external magazine release 
lever particularly suitable for the faster pace of competitions or for wild boar hunting in 
the wood. 
The bolt action rifle comes with an Accuracy International compatible 10-round 
magazine (5 rounds for the Italian market). Triggers are standard. Barrels and 
actions are blued to reduce glare. 

 

TACTICAL EVO (NEW FOR 2020) 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20180917200908/http:/www.sabatti.it/en/products/rover-traqueur-en/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180917200908/http:/www.sabatti.it/en/products/rover-traqueur-en/
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The European version of the Tactical EVO bolt action rifle comes with the new 3-tenon 

Blizzard action and is perfect for all heavy duty applications where resistance over time 

and accuracy are a must. The steel receiver is new and so is the robust 3-tenon locking 

bolt with a fast 60°opening and an interchangeable handle with 5/16” thread. All contact 

surfaces are highly polished to facilitate movement and reduce noise substantially more 

than in most competitors’ products. 

This bolt action rifle features the new guillotine-style extractor in 17-4PH stainless steel. 

As a result, the cartridge bottom is always well supported to prevent failures even at 

extremely high pressures. But what truly tells the new Sabatti Tactical EVO bolt action 

rifle apart from the competition is the way the action is fitted to the stock. The action 

literally “floats” above the stock by means of two supports which eliminate stress and 

improve accuracy. 

We can definitely say that the Tactical EVO is one of the best actions on the market 

today. The rifle is provided with a round barrel, 28 mm in diameter at the muzzle and 

either 660 mm or 710 mm long. The barrel features the Sabatti Multi-Radial “MRR” 

Rifling System universally proven to improve shooting performance overall. The muzzle 

comes with a 5/8” thread and cover to fit compensators or muzzle brakes. 

The stock on the Tactical-EVO employs a very resistant techno-polymer that withstands 

the extremely high pressures generated in this gun. The new Sabatti Tactical-EVO is a 

modern rifle, technologically advanced, good looking and more accurate than the 

Tactical Syn, which is hard to believe considering how precise the Syn already was! 
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STR SPORT  

 

 

Contrary to its predecessor, the model STR, the new STR SPORT is a bolt action rifle 
specifically created for precision target shooting. 
The STR SPORT features the Sabatti signature “Rover” short action with a 3-round 
magazine. 
The barrel, available in either 710 mm or 660 mm with a diameter of 28mm at the 
muzzle, comes with the renown Sabatti Multi-Radial Rifling System. 
The trigger is the 3-lever Match with a trigger pull weight ranging between 550 and 
600g. 
The external magazine release lever is very suitable for the fast pace of competition. 
The modular stock is fitted with an aluminum chassis, a new and wider forearm and a 
butt stock milled from bars of high resistance Ergal 55 aluminum alloy. An integrated 
Anschutz-style bipod rail and a rear bag rider assure great stability for shooting. 
The rifle is red anodized. The 2-tenon bolt features an interchangeable knob. 
On request, the rifle can come with a 20 MOA steel rail. 
 

TLD  
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This bolt action rifle is intended for both traditional 300-m shooting and Long Distance, 

the discipline this rifle is named after. This model was designed and engineered by 

Sabatti in cooperation with the well-known “BCM” company. It represents a natural 

evolution towards very technical and high-performance competition rifles that meet the 

requests of very demanding and knowledgeable shooters. This bolt action rifle does not 

come from an adaptation of an existing hunting action. It was actually designed and built 

specifically for competition shooting featuring perfect alignment of bolt and barrel and 

perfect fit of lugs and frame to maximize contact surfaces. 

ST 18 

 

The ST 18 Tactical rifle is a weapon that has been designed for shooting in the 

polygon, long distance shooting races, dynamic and tactical shooting even for 

use hunting, therefore a very versatile weapon. 

The new action is the result of a cooperation between SABATTI and the renown BCM, 

world leader in the production of competition rifles. 

The two companies joined forces in 2017 and designed a brand-new action with 

competition and tactical applications in mind. In other words, the bolt action of an ST-18 

is not a hunting action adapted to sports, which is almost always the case with plenty of 

other products on the market today; it is a dedicated competition and tactical 

action hence much more accurate, durable and resistant than an action designed 

for hunters. 

The new frame is machined from bars of high resistance steel alloy, heat treated for 

strength and durability. The 3 tenon locking bolt, designed to allow fast 60-degree 

opening, comes with an interchangeable handle with 5/16” thread. 

Once machined, the bolt is heat treated for durability, ground and chrome-plated. The 

highly polished contact surfaces reduce friction and operational noise to the minimum, 

in a way that only very few top-quality products can offer. 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20180916180703/http:/www.sabatti.it/en/why-sabatti-shooting-rifles/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180916180703/http:/www.sabatti.it/en/why-sabatti-shooting-rifles/
https://www.sabatti.it/en/prodotti/tactical-evo-bolt-acrion-rifle/
https://www.sabatti.it/en/prodotti/tactical-evo-bolt-acrion-rifle/
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ROVER 870 TACTICAL 

Sabatti rifles are cold hammer forge barrels. By controlling the entire barrel 
manufacturing process, Sabatti guarantee their absolute precision, reliability and 
durability . 
 

 

TACTICAL LW  

 
The Sabatti Tactical bolt action rifle is specifically designed for target practice and long 
distance shooting. 

 
The new precision high resistance composite stock greatly improves shooting stability 
and consistency. Its cheek piece system allows complete adjustability. 
The rifle comes standard with a three-lever Match trigger. . 

• Threaded Barrel 
• 5 Round single stack detachable magazine (Sabatti Mag) 
• Matte black metal finish 
• Multi Radial Rifling 

 

 
(EXCL SCOPE) 

TACTICAL SYN CHROME 
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The techno polymer material of the stock in the Tactical Syn version (nylon +30% fiber 

glass) increases rigidity and guarantees maximum shock absorption with zero distortion.  

 

The muzzle diameter ranges between 22 and 28 mm, which allows better rigidity, 

reduces vibrations and guarantees less shot dispersion. The barrels in Chrome 

Molybdenum steel can come with the new MRR Multiradial Rifling, where the bullets are 

not severely deformed as happens with traditional and polygonal rifling, and accuracy is 

greatly enhanced. 
 

• 5 Round single stack detachable magazine (Sabatti Mag) 
• Chrome metal finish 
• Multi Radial Rifling 

EXPRESS 190 – 195 

 

The 190 (and 195) is an over and under double rifle built on an action entirely machined 
from a solid block of hot forged high resistance steel, subsequently machined on 
sophisticated milling machines to get the strength, reliability and accuracy needed for 
big game hunting. 
The barrels in special molybdenum steel are cold hammer forged. The top rib comes 
with a rear sight and a front bead with fibre optic insert for improved aiming, even when 
shooting instinctively. 
The stock and forearm in good quality walnut are oil polished and hand checked. 
The over and under double rifle comes standard with manual extractors. 
 

SAFARI BIG FIVE EDL 
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THE BIG FIVE EDL SIDE-BY-SIDE DOUBLE EXPRESS RIFLE IS BUILT ON A 
SABATTI PROPRIETARY ACTION ENTIRELY MACHINED FROM A SOLID BLOCK 
OF HOT FORGED HIGH-RESISTANCE STEEL TO WITHSTAND THE PRESSURES 
GENERATED BY VERY BIG CALIBERS. 
 
All dimensions of this side by side rifle are oversized to get the extraordinary strength 
needed to resist the pressures generated by Africans Big Game Express cartridges. 
The EDL version features very finely engraved side plates and high-grade selected 
walnut. 
Barrels in Chrome Molybdenum Steel: 
The bars of steel we use are all induction treated at the steel mill which translates into a 
longer life cycle of our barrels over that of traditional carbon steel. 
High resistance alloys are used to weld ribs on to the barrels, which preserves the 
original barrel regulation even after heavy use. 
 
 

TRAP PRO – SPORTING PRO 

 

The TRAP PRO and SPORTING PRO over and under shotguns are designed for Trap 
and Sporting. 
The barrels made from bars of special Chrome Molybdenum steel undergo a grinding, 
lapping and chrome-lining process for 
increased performance. 5 extended choke tubes allow maximum flexibility on the 
shooting grounds. 
The fluorescent sight on the wide top rib facilitate aiming, even when shooting 
instinctively. 
The action is hot forged from a solid bar of high resistance steel and is subsequently 
machined on sophisticated milling machines to improve strength and durability. 
The stock and forearm feature the renown “Optowood” wood grain finish and oil 
polishing. The stock is adjustable for height and windage to fully fit each individual 
shooter. The soft rubber recoil reduces perceived recoil. 
 

 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20180917173846/http:/www.sabatti.it/en/products/safari-big-five/
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ADLER 12GA 

 

• Light weight and easy to carry over and under shotgun in 12ga ideal for upland 
hunting. 

• Available standard with Double Triggers and Single Selective Trigger on request. 
• The action in Ergal 55 Aluminum Alloy features tasteful laser engraving. 
• The stock and forend in good quality walnut are oil polished by hand and offer a 

very functional design. 
• Being ultra light, easy to carry and totally dependable, this shotgun is the ideal 

companion for every type of hunting situation. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTSAB12GADL 12GA MOD ADLER FIX CHOKES 

FALCON 12GA 

  

• Over and under shotgun in 12ga 
• Available standard with Extractors or Ejectors and Double Triggers. Single 

selective trigger is available on request. 
• The action in high quality steel features nice laser engraving. 
• Walnut stock and forend are oil polished by hand and feature a highly functional 

design 
• This gun is your ideal hunting companion anywhere and anytime thanks to: 

o Its technical specifications and ballistics performance. 
o Its action in high quality steel for increased strength 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTSAB12GFAL 12GA MOD FALCON MULTI-CHOKE                                                                                                                                            
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OLIMPO 12GA 

 

The Olimpo Sporting Clay Pro is an Italian manufactured, over and under competition 

multi-choke. The stock is crafted from European walnut with a luxury finish with 

chequering on the pistol grip and a rubber, ventilated recoil pad fitted. The side plates 

feature elegant, gold plated clay pigeon engravings. 

 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTSAB12GOL 12GA MOD OLIMPO MULTI-CHOKE                                                                                                                                            

 

 
 

The history of the Chiappa Group began in 1958, when Ezechiele (Oscar) Chiappa 
opened his company and called it Armi Sport. Initially an artisanal workshop, the 

company has grown over the years to become an industrial group, still wholly owned by 
the Chiappa family. 
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LITTLE BADGER 

The Little Badger is the ultimate packable survival gun. Available in .22lr this lightweight, 
ultra-compact, break-open rifle is designed to go anywhere at any time. When the action 
is opened and the gun folded, it measures a mere 17” overall length and stows neatly in 
an included pack/case. The wire frame stock keeps weight to a minimum and the 
integrated shell holder in the back holds twelve cartridges so ammo is always at the 
ready. The Little Badger comes equipped with an M1 Carbine style front and rear sight. 
Picatinny rails are mounted top, bottom and on both sides just forward of the receiver 
for mounting optics and accessories. Compact length and weighing only 2.9lbs, the 
Little Badger can truly be taken and ready for use just about anywhere! 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

RIFCHI22LRLITBA .22LR LITTLE BADGER  
 

 

SAA 1873 REVOLVER .22LR 

The single action 1873 is a timeless handgun and a symbol of the American west. The 

Chiappa SAA 1873 series captures the spirit and allure of these fine revolvers. 

Chambered in easy to shoot, readily accessible rimfire cartridges the SAA 1873 is an 

excellent single action revolver. these are perfect for plinking, target practicing and even 

small game hunting.  

CODE DESCRIPTION 

REVCHI22LR4 .22LR REVOLVER 10 SHOT  
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1892 LEVER ACTION RIFLE 

The Winchester 1892 is one of the historical rifles that cemented lever actions as a 
favorite firearm of the American Old West. Designed by none other than John M. 
Browning, the Chiappa Firearms’ 1892 is a true reproduction, with all parts being 
interchangeable with an original 1892. Metal parts are precision made on modern CNC 
equipment, while the beautiful wood stocks are hand finished and crafted for a perfect 
metal to wood fit. Chiappa manufactures models to suit anyone’s need; from the classic 
1892 Takedown Rifle with an octagonal barrel to the modern performance oriented, 
hard chromed 1892 Alaskan, to the Mare’s Leg made famous by Hollywood. 
 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

RIFCHI45LC1892TD 45 LONG COLT MOD 1892 TAKE DOWN LEVER-ACTION 24” 12 ROUND 
 

 

1887 LEVER ACTION SHOTGUN 

Designed by  

John M. Browning for the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, the 1887 lever action 

shotgun is considered to be the first successful repeating shotgun. The Chiappa 

Firearms’ 1887 is a faithful reproduction of this classic firearm. The 1887 utilizes the 

design of the original solid lever that includes an innovative internal safety. Featuring a 

European walnut stock and forearm and color case finished receivers, the 1887 is as 

beautiful as it is functional. Each shotgun comes with a bead front sight, except the 

Trophy Hunter model, and three choke tubes (Mare’s Leg and T Model have a 

fixed,modified,choke). 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTCHI12G188728 12GA MOD 1887 LEVER-ACTION 28” 5+1 SHOT 
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1887 LEVER ACTION SHOTGUN 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTCHI12G188722 12GA MOD 1887 LEVER-ACTION 22” 5+1 SHOT 
 

 

 

1887 LEVER ACTION TROPHY HUNTER SHOTGUN 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTCHI12G1887TH22 12GA MOD 1887 “TROPHY HUNTER” LEVER-ACTION 22” 5+1 SHOT 
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Mr. M. Ilker Izmirlioglu, who is the owner of both manufacturing and exporting 
companies Armed Guns Mnf. co. and Izmirlioglu Av Malz., has established the 
companies in 2006 in Izmir - Turkey. The Idea was to bring the honesty, reliability, 
quality and a good after sale service for gun business. He did all this things and started 
exporting his products to 40 countries all around the world. Since then, he gained many 
valuable friends from all over the world. We call it Reliable Shooting and you call it 
Armed. Enjoy your Armed shotgun and shoot in safe. 

 

SP 410 OVER UNDER HUNTING SHOTGUN 

• Model: SP 410 
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum 
• Caliber: 410 ga 
• Barrel Lenghts: 28" (71 cm) or (76 cm) 
• Magazin Capacity: 1+1 
• Chokes: Full 
• Overall Lenght: 115,5 cm (45,5") 
• Weight: 2,6 kg 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

ARMED410 410GA MOD SP410 OVER & UNDER 28'' FULL CHOKES  
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ARMED SBS 12 SINGLE BARREL HUNTING SHOTGUN 

• Model: SBS 12 
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum 
• Caliber: 12 GA 
• Barrel Lengths: 28" (71 cm) or 30" (76 cm) 
• Magazine Capacity: 1 
• Chokes: Fix or Mobile 
• Overall Length: 113 cm (44,5") 
• Weight: 2,8 kg 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTARM12GSBBLS 12GA SINGLE BARREL SYNTHETIC BLACK STOCK HAMMERLESS 28”                                                                                                                  

SHOTARM12GSBBLW 12GA SINGLE BARREL WOOD STOCK HAMMERLESS 28”                                                                                                                                     

 

 

ARMED SPE12 OR 20GA OVER UNDER HUNTING SHOTGUN (AUTOMATIC 

EJECTOR) 

• Model: SPE 12 OR SPE 20 
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum 
• Caliber: 12 ga,20 GA 
• Barrel Lengths: 28" (71 cm) or 30" (76 cm) 
• Chokes: Mobile 5 Steel (1,2,3,4,5) 
• Overall Length: 115,5 cm (45,5") 
• Weight: 3,30 kg 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTARM12GSPE12 12GA MOD SPE12 OVER & UNDER 28’’ 

SHOTARM20GSPE 20GA MOD SPE20 OVER & UNDER 28'' 
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GLADIATOR PUMP ACTION DEFENCE SHOTGUN 

• Model: Gladiator 
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum 
• Caliber: 12 ga 
• Barrel Lenght: 20" (51 cm) 
• Magazin Capacity: 4+1 or 7+1 
• Chokes: - 
• Overall Lenght: 90 cm (35,5") 
• Weight: 2,8 kg 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

ARMGLADWO 
12GA MOD GLADIATOR FIELD () 28'' BARREL PUMP-ACTION 
SHOTGUN BLUED (WOOD STOCK) 

 

 

ARMED GLADIATOR PUMP ACTION DEFENCE SHOTGUN 
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ARMED GLADIATOR PUMP ACTION DEFENCE SHOTGUN 

 

ARMED GLADIATOR MARINE PUMP ACTION DEFENCE SHOTGUN 

• Model: Gladiator or Gladiator Marine (Silver) 
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum 
• Caliber: 12 GA 
• Barrel Lengths: 20" (51 cm) 
• Magazine Capacity: 7+1 
• Chokes: - 
• Overall Length: 90 cm (35,5") 
• Weight: 2,7 kg 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTARM12GGLAF 12GA MOD GLADIATOR WITH FIX STOCK 

SHOTARM12GGLAF 12GA MOD GLADIATOR WITH FOLDING STOCK 

SHOTARM12GGLAM 12GA MOD GLADIATOR MARINE SILVER WITH FOLDING STOCK 

 

 

ARMED COMBAT 1 PUMP ACTION TACTICAL SHOTGUN 

 

ARMED COMBAT 3 PUMP ACTION TACTICAL SHOTGUN 
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• Model: Combat 1 OR 3     
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum   
• Caliber: 12 GA 
• Barrel Length: 20" (51 cm) 
• Magazine Capacity: 4+1 or 7+1 
• Chokes: Muzzle Break (Combat 1) Fix (Combat 3) Fix (Combat 5) 
• Overall Length: 108 cm (42,5") (Combat 1) 103 cm (40,5")(Combat 3) 
• Weight: 3,0 kg (Combat 1) 2,85 kg (Combat 3) 2,85 kg (Combat 5) 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTARM12GCOM1 12GA MOD COMBAT 1 WITH TELESCOPIC STOCK 

SHOTARM12GCOM3 12GA MOD COMBAT 3 WITH FIX STOCK 

 

 

ARMED IMPACTOR SEMI AUTO TACTICAL SHOTGUN 

• Model: Impactor 
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum 
• Caliber: 12 GA 
• Barrel Lengths: 20" (51 cm) or 24" (61 cm) 
• Magazine Capacity: 7+1 
• Chokes: 5 
• Overall Length: 106 cm (41,7") 
• Weight: 3,0 kg 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTARM12GIMPAC 12GA IMPACTOR SEMI AUTO  
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ARMED LETHAL 1 SEMI AUTO TACTICAL SHOTGUN 

• Model: Lethal  
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum 
• Caliber: 12 GA 
• Barrel Length: 20" (51 cm) 
• Magazine Capacity: 4+1 or 7+1 
• Chokes: Muzzle Break (Lethal 4 fix chokes) 
• Overall Length: 107 cm (42") 
• Weight: 3,2 kg 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTARM12GLET1 12GA MOD LETHAL 1 WITH TELESCOPIC STOCK 
 
 

 
ARMED STRYKER 1 12GA SEMI AUTO MAG FED TACTICAL SHOTGUN 

• Model: Stryker 1 
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum 
• Barrel Length: 20" (51 cm) 
• Magazine Capacity: 5+1 or 9+1 
• Chokes: Silencer 
• Overall Length: 107,5 cm (42,3") 
• Weight: 3,6 kg 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTARM12GSTR1 12GA STRYKER 1 SEMI AUTO MAG FED TACTICAL SHOTGUN 
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ARMED STRYKER - X 12GA BLACK SEMI AUTO MAG FED TACTICAL 

SHOTGUN 

• Model: Stryker - X Black 
• Chamber: 3" (76 mm) Magnum 
• Barrel Lenght: 20" (51 cm) 
• Magazine Capacity: 2+1 or 5+1 or 9+1 
• Chokes: Muzzle Break 
• Overall Lenght: 107,5 cm (42,3") 
• Weight: 3,6 kg 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

SHOTARM12GSTRX 12GA STRIKER X BLACK SEMI 20'' BULLPUP  
 

 

Between modernity and tradition, the Chapuis Armory complies with changing market 

expectations, without sacrificing the level of finish and the traditional look of its weapons, which 

have forged over decades the reputation and know-how of the 'business. 

DOUBLE BARREL RIFLES 
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BROUSSE –EJECTOR  
 

• Available in Right Hand only  

• Weight 4,2 to 4,9 kg depending on chambering 

• Action with solid sidebars for strength, double-scallopped for a firm wood-to- 

metal fit. Double trigger “Blitz”-type battery. New deep-cut Royal-style engraving 

motif, with a “al bulino” cape buffalo trophy on action bottom. Double parallel 

locking underlugs,  

 

• Barrel length 600 mm (24 in.) or 650 mm (26 in.) depending on chambering. 

Quarter-rib with express-style rear sight with one fixed blade and three folding 

blades, prepared for scope bases installation.  

 

• AAA Fancy walnut pistol grip stock with an English-style cheekpiece and an old 

English buttpad, hand-rubbed oil finish. Extended trigger plate with bordered, 

engraved trigger bow, reservoir engraved steel pistol grip cap. Comes in a 

molded plastic case. 
 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

CHA375H&HBROUSSE 375 H&H BROUSSE AFRICAN RIFLES 

CHA416RIGBYBROUSSE 416 Rigby BROUSSE AFRICAN RIFLES 

CHA470NEBROUSSE 470 NE BROUSSE AFRICAN RIFLES 
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MADE IN ITALY 
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CODE: BCM RIFLES: 

BCMRIF243WIN 243 WIN HUNTER FIELD WOOD STOCK 

BCMRIF308WIN 308 WIN HUNTER FIELD WOOD STOCK 

BCMRIF3006 30-06 SPR HUNTER FIELD WOOD STOCK 

BCMRIF6,5CRE 6,5 CREED HUNTER FIELD WOOD STOCK 

BCMRIF6,5X47 6,5X47 LAPUA HUNTER FIELD WOOD STOCK 
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A Vision of Global ELR: King of 2 Miles in France 

Last month, King of 2 Miles hosted its first international competition at Camp de 
Canjuers, a military zone in southern France. Paul Phillips and fellow teammate 
Gianmattia Molina placed second and third at the event.  

BIG RANGE OF CUSTOM GUNS AVALIBLE 
ONLY ON REQUEST  

ONE OF THE MANY THAT THY MAKE  

BCM Europe arms Mod. ELR Cal. 375 Chey-Tac 

 

 

https://web.facebook.com/King-of-2-Miles-412443098924585/?__tn__=KH-R&eid=ARDyXhS_EEkICULh8r9UaR9YvYs1SzCDDHWRTM2xjPl0vv4wlxlltO3gQ8vcb8pbuKCFhtcNoJpIKqdm&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB_XFYZcwgYaD8dJiv8xjwLosonRaywG1-sIgFG3J8xFPM0vf2hcf4A73PDqr4re1gtcmiOPyyCrpNhyd_SgnZxAXR-0h4Y5Oj4LyxogcfRrI19mMEUl7RWctcqVrh672p18H2ZZxNpNnsBSS2oyUo3wjAJRjZw2TFh9HwgVvT1m_fK7hEiRT_0CIfMHcZejXuWarc0WoZYN7vh9ZM1aQwH9mppU_P_ZFsVQu8ri1b0W1Zjd244d6QPka-mDsk5eG_KVYQMZdhyHpt4wbCy-akm4JGci3ADJJ6wdM-N9aLti11G5CmixhP1yxsKJsTreZAR_g4I0XqdGnofL1SCtPwW5P1Mc75x31YgKC1PiX1MEhrEA_qDq4W6wC829Zq2_55uhbYoB5hQ19FTb2To9t_lrAREzn64d6Y-PNw23jAaNQcu_JvlJ_Gzm_k8tXhrOqvUaA_R5-WHF6coba992YfCdicDJW0WnXkfRwhyLDhN7HIVYDa3TjE
https://web.facebook.com/paul.phillips.1291?__tn__=KH-R&eid=ARCKz_jz_K1p1E7lFr7N1qSw_g_XwxnMf3LLFRWf5cAmyutameYd1lSpSItO3zjOzI1oS3saVqiquN3f&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB_XFYZcwgYaD8dJiv8xjwLosonRaywG1-sIgFG3J8xFPM0vf2hcf4A73PDqr4re1gtcmiOPyyCrpNhyd_SgnZxAXR-0h4Y5Oj4LyxogcfRrI19mMEUl7RWctcqVrh672p18H2ZZxNpNnsBSS2oyUo3wjAJRjZw2TFh9HwgVvT1m_fK7hEiRT_0CIfMHcZejXuWarc0WoZYN7vh9ZM1aQwH9mppU_P_ZFsVQu8ri1b0W1Zjd244d6QPka-mDsk5eG_KVYQMZdhyHpt4wbCy-akm4JGci3ADJJ6wdM-N9aLti11G5CmixhP1yxsKJsTreZAR_g4I0XqdGnofL1SCtPwW5P1Mc75x31YgKC1PiX1MEhrEA_qDq4W6wC829Zq2_55uhbYoB5hQ19FTb2To9t_lrAREzn64d6Y-PNw23jAaNQcu_JvlJ_Gzm_k8tXhrOqvUaA_R5-WHF6coba992YfCdicDJW0WnXkfRwhyLDhN7HIVYDa3TjE
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Kodiak Defence is a Canadian weapons manufacturer.  Kodiak Defence develops and 

manufactures commercial rifles and pistols and special-to-task weapons platforms 

including: police carbines, military rifles, light and heavy machine guns, pistols, and 

sniper weapon systems. 

 

The WK180-C is designed and manufactured in Canada to provide an affordable, 

reliable, lightweight rifle for recreational shooting. The upper receiver is finished with a 

1913 rail to allow the fitting of optics or iron sights, sights not included. She is 

chambered in .223 Wylde which allows the unhindered use of both .223 Rem and 5.56 

NATO. Standard AR15 type magazines are used. The free float railed hand guard 

allows for the attachment of your favorite accessories. 

DESCRIPTION 

KODIAK DEFENCE AR-15 223 REM SEMI AUTO WK 180C  
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Turkish company Francolin, with a strong steel basque and proven locking system. A 

layer of hard chrome inside the barrel duct provides increased corrosion protection. The 

weapon is equipped with a single-trigger mechanism, with a shot order 

selector. Chromed basque. The two-part settlement is made of selected Turkish 

walnut. A set of replaceable chokes increases the versatility of the shotgun. Excellent 

value for money. 

DESCRIPTION 

FRANCOLIN S-16 SILVER SELECT EJECTOR 12ga O/U 30" 
 

 

The weapon is equipped with a chrome, 508 mm long bezel-less barrel with a ventilated 

upper rail. The large-capacity sleeve magazine allows for intensive shooting. The two-

part settlement is made of Turkish walnut. The stock damper absorbs some of the 

recoil. The weapon shoots well with bullets at smooth barrels and is also suitable for 

sporting applications. 

DESCRIPTION 

FRANCOLIN AS-45 PUMP ACTION 12ga 4+1 28" 
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Our comprehensive range of 12 gauge shot shells includes African Buckshot as well as 
African Game Bird shotshells for sporting and hunting purposes. Locally produced, we 
guarantee that our products are of the highest standard. 

 

SHOT SHELL: LG    SHOT SHELL: SG 
GAUGE: 12     GAUGE: 12 
HEAD BRASS: 16 mm   HEAD BRASS: 16 mm 
CASE: 70 mm     CASE: 70 mm 
LEAD: 35 gram (8 pellet)   LEAD: 32 gram (9 pellet) 
WAD: PLASTIC    WAD: PLASTIC 
SHOT SIZE: LG (9,1 mm)   SHOT SIZE: SG (8,6 mm) 
CRIMP: O     CRIMP: O 
BOX: 25/250, 5/250    BOX: 25/250 
VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 350 m/s  VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 360 m/s 

SHOT SHELL: SSG    SHOT SHELL: AAA 
GAUGE: 12     GAUGE: 12 
HEAD BRASS: 16 mm   HEAD BRASS: 16 mm  
CASE: 70 mm     CASE: 70 mm 
LEAD: 35 gram (18 pellet)   LEAD: 35 gram (44 pellet) 
WAD: PLASTIC    WAD: PLASTIC 
SHOT SIZE: SSG (6,8 mm)   SHOT SIZE: AAA (5,2 mm) 
CRIMP: O     CRIMP: O 
BOX: 25/250     BOX: 25/250 
VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 360 m/s  VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 360 m/s 
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CODE DESCRIPTION 

ABS1235AAA 12GA NO AAA 35GR AFRICAN BUCKSHOT 70MM 

ABS1235SSG 12GA NO SSG 35GR AFRICAN BUCKSHOT 70MM  

ABS1235SG 12GA NO SG 35GR AFRICAN BUCKSHOT 70MM  

ABSSPECSG 12GA NO SPEC SG 34.5GR AFRICAN BUCKSHOT  

ABS1235LG 12GA NO LG 35GR AFRICAN BUCKSHOT 70MM 

                   

SHOT SHELL: No. 1, 3, 4, 5 or 6  SHOT SHELL: No. 1, 3, 4, 5 or 6 
GAUGE: 12     GAUGE: 12 
HEAD BRASS: 16 mm   HEAD BRASS: 16 mm 
CASE: 70 mm     CASE: 70 mm 
LEAD: 35 gram    LEAD: 32 gram 
WAD: PLASTIC    WAD: PLASTIC 
SHOT SIZE: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6   SHOT SIZE: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 
CRIMP: *     CRIMP: * 
BOX: 25/250     BOX: 25/250 
VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 360 m/s   VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 365 m/s 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

ABS1253 12GA NO 3 35GR AFRICAN BUCKSHOT 70MM  

AAGBS3 12GA NO 3 32GR AFRI BIRD SHOT 70MM 

AAGBS4 12GA NO 4 32GR AFRI BIRD SHOT 70MM 

AAGBS5 12GA NO 5 32GR AFRI BIRD SHOT 70MM 

AAGBS6 12GA NO 6 32GR AFRI BIRD SHOT 70MM 
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SHOT SHELL: BB     SHOT SHELL: RIFLED SLUG 
GAUGE: 12      GAUGE: 12 
HEAD BRASS: 16 mm    HEAD BRASS: 16 mm 
CASE: 70 mm     CASE: 70 mm 
LEAD: 35 gram (87 pellet)   LEAD: 34,5 gram 
WAD: PLASTIC     WAD: PLASTIC 
SHOT SIZE: BB (4,1 mm)   SHOT SIZE: SLUG 
CRIMP: O      CRIMP: O 
BOX: 25/250     BOX: 5/250 
VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 360 m/s  VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 405 m/s 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

ABS1235BB 12GA NO BB 35GR AFRICAN BUCKSHOT 70MM 

ABS1232SLUGS 12GA RIFLED SLUG 35GR AFRICAN BUCKSHOT 70MM 

OUR MISSION STATEMENT: 

“To be the cartridge of choice for all Shotgun shooters, this includes Sport Shooters, 
Hunters and all branches of Law Enforcement.” 

 

 

Our full range of Less Lethal 12 gauge Law Enforcement shot shells includes two ball 
batons, rubber slugs and beanbags. Used for crowd and riot control and all applications 
where killing somebody is not a first choice. 
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SHOT SHELL: 2 BALL BATON   SHOT SHELL: 3 BALL BATON 

GAUGE: 12      GAUGE: 12 

HEAD BRASS: 16 mm    HEAD BRASS: 16 mm 

CASE: 70 mm      CASE: 70 mm 

PROJECTILE: 2 BALL BATON   PROJECTILE: 3 BALL BATON 

WEIGHT: 3,65g / ball     WEIGHT: 3,65g / ball 
RANGE: 10-25 meter     RANGE: 10-25 meter   

BOX: 25/250      BOX: 25/250 

VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 230 m/s   VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 230 m/s 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

ABSBATONBALL 12GA BATON DOUBLE BALL LAW ENFORCEMENT 3,65G 70MM 

                                                

SHOT SHELL: RUBBER SLUG   SHOT SHELL: O.C. (PEPPER) 
GAUGE: 12      GAUGE: 12 

HEAD BRASS: 16 mm    HEAD BRASS: 16 mm 

CASE: 70 mm      CASE: 70 mm 

PROJECTILE: RUBBER SLUG   PROJECTILE: O.C. (PEPPER) 
WEIGHT: 7 gram     WEIGHT: 9 gram 

RANGE: 25-50 meter     RANGE: 25-50 meter    

BOX: 25/250      BOX: 25/250 

VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 230 m/s   VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 230 m/s 
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CODE DESCRIPTION 

ABSRUBBERSLUG 12GA RUBBER SLUG LAW ENFORCEMENT 7GR 70MM 

ABS12970 
12GA RUBBER SLUG WHIT PEPPER GAS LAW ENFORCEMENT 
7GR 70MM 

 

All of our rubber rounds are made from natural rubber with a Shore hardness of 57A. All 
loads are with single base propellants and no Black Powder is used. The 2 ball soft 
rubber, 3 ball soft rubber rounds are used to control rioting crowds and accuracy is good 
up to 20 meters. The bean bag, rubber slug and O.C (pepper) rounds are intended to be 
direct fired, to target specific agitators and organisers of the crowd. 

 

SHOT SHELL: BEAN BAG 
GAUGE: 12 
HEAD BRASS: 16 mm 
CASE: 70 mm 
PROJECTILE: BEAN BAG 
WEIGHT: 34 gram 
RANGE: 20-35 meter 
CRIMP: O 
BOX: 25/250 
VELOCITY AT MUZZLE: 60 m/s 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

ABSBEANBAG 12GA BEAN BAG LAW ENFORCEMENT 34GR 70MM 
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Eley Hawk and the Eley Brand have become synonymous with Leading Shooting 

Performance. Since 1828 Eley have been producing the finest quality cartridges in 

Great Britain. A truly Iconic British brand with a rich heritage that has been carefully built 

on over time for nearly 200 years. No other brand of cartridges in the UK has the depth 

of history, which has made Eley one of the best loved cartridges, for generations of 

shooters in Clay and Game shooting, not only in the UK but around the world. Eley 

Hawk is a subsidiary of the Maxam Corporation which has its base in Madrid, Spain 

 

HI-FLYER 
 

Loaded in 67 mm case configuration with a full range of loads form 28, 30 and 32 gram, 

fibre and plastic wad these have been used by game shooters, pest controllers, and 

rough shooters to great effect on all vermin, game and ground game. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE12H12323 12GA NO 3 32GR HI-FLYER 65MM  

AE12H12324 12GA NO 4 32GR HI-FLYER 65MM 

AE12H12285 12GA NO 5 28GR HI-FLYER 65MM  

AE12H12325 12GA NO 5 32GR HI-FLYER 65MM  

AE12H112326 12GA NO 6 32GA HI-FLYER 65MM  
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PIGEON SELECT 

Specifically designed to produce performance, demanded by the modern pigeon 
shooter, looking for the optimum cartridge for use during roost shooting, decoying and 
flighting at a competitive price in the current market.  This cartridge has proved itself 
strong in the field time and time again. Clean efficient kills over decoy patterns throgh 
roosts or over flight lines - technically this is the best value load we have produced to 
date. Significantly this cartridge has a full 30 gram load and a true 6 shot for perfect 
pigeon performance. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE12P123065 12GA NO 6.5 30GR PIGEON 65MM  

 

ALPHAMAX 

Available in 36gr in a 3 shot is probably the most famous 36gr load on the market, the 
Alphamax+ has earned worldwide reputation and respect as a hard-hitting, powerful, 
heavy game cartridge with a reputation for speed and performance. Needless to say, 
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the best propellant blends and components are used on this exciting range of 
cartridges. With its pedigree, quality components and Eley Hawk manufacturing 
superiority, the Alphamax+ range easily out performs the competition. Available in 
plastic wad with 2 3/4" and 3" cases and a wide range of shot sizes. This range 
complies with the stringent CIP standards and specifications 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE12G463 12GA NO 3 46GR 3''ALPHAMAX  

AE12F6532A 12GA NO AAA 32GR ALPHAMAX 70MM 

 

ELEY FIRST  

A well priced cartridge that packs a punch and springs a surprise. One clubman of my 
acquaintance delights in demonstrating what this cartridge from the UK’s oldest manufacturer 
can do. His ultimate exploit to date has been to shoot 25-straight on some really good Olympic 
Trap targets, and yes he used the 24g load as the rules stipulate. So then, the requirements of 
range, pattern and hitting power can be purchased at a modest price if you choose Eley First. 
Available in plastic and fibre wad in 7.5, 8 and 9 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE12FL2175 12GA NO 7.5 21GR FIRST LITE 65MM 

AE12F2475 12GA NO 7.5 24GR FIRST 65MM 

AE12F287 12GA NO 7 28GR FIRST 65MM  

AE12F2875 12GA NO 7.5 28GR FIRST 65MM  

AE12F288 12GA NO 8 28GR FIRST 65MM  

AE12F289 12GA NO 9 28GR FIRST 65MM  
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SUPERB 

The Superb lives up to its name in every sense of the word. The recoil is smooth, and 
powerful clay breaks for all disciplines ensure this is the best all round cartridge we 
produce. The shells are colour coded for those who like to recognise the shot size in the 
cartridge pouch and the clay-busting magnum shot will ensure you break clays 
whatever your discipline. Upgraded to a silver cartridge finish and a full range of shot 
sizes, and now released in a fibre version for fibre only shooting grounds, this cartridge 
has a following all of its own in the clay shooting world 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE12S2875 12GA NO 7.5 28GR SUPERB 70mm  

 

CT 20 
The CT 20 has excellent patterning and ballistics with plastic and fibre wad options in 

both 70mm and 67 mm case length to ensure it will work in older guns - an ideal 

cartridge to use to get your eye in before the game season starts.  

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE202475 20GA NO 7.5 24GR C.T.COMP 70MM   
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VIP GAME 

The 28 gauge has a light loaded 16, 21, and 24 gram load - and the old adage of it's not 
the amount of lead but where you place it holds true of the VIP 28 gauge. Where fast 
acquisition and quick reaction times are needed the 28 gauge will work wonders from 
pigeon to woodcock and partridge alike. Especially well on walked up game. Or low 
pheasant shoots where a gun has limited time to shoot this is the perfect partner for 
your game shooting. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE12V2875 12GA NO 7.5 28GRM ELEY VIP FITASC 70MM 

AE16V285 16GA NO 5 26GR VIP 67MM  

AE28V215 28GA NO 5 21GR VIP 70MM   

AE28V245 28GA NO 5 24GR VIP 70MM  
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.410 FOURLONG 

This longer 2½ inch .410 loads give more power in a longer chamber length. Eley Hawk 
was the first to manufacture this type of load, and that innovation has been carried 
forward with this cartridge’s all fibre only wad for impressive results. Well suited to game 
shooting – with its fibre only wad – no other manufacturer produces an all fibre wadded 
.410 gauge 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE4106 .410GA NO 6 12.5GM ELEY 'FOURLONG'  
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ELEY established in 1828 is now globally 

recognized as the manufacturer of the most 

consistently accurate .22LR rimfire 

ammunition in the world.  

NEW FOR 2020 

 

ELEY have called on 190 years of ammunition quality control expertise to assemble the 
best components with a specific propellant to provide a safe and effective competition 
round for Open Division Competitors. 
With ELEY Action .38 Super Comp Major, IPSC and USPSA competing athletes can 
rest assured they have the safest .38 Super Comp Major round on the market. 
The round delivers reduced recoil for improved sight picture recovery, and its ‘rimless’ 
case loaded with a Round Nose copper metal jacketed 124grn bullet offers reliable 
magazine stacking and feeding. 
The reference firearm has been the STI DVC Open 2011 competition handgun, 
designed and manufactured for use with Major Power Factor ammunition. ELEY 
USPSA load has been designed to achieve a power factor of 170 and the ELEY IPSC 
load to achieve a power factor of 165. Results may vary in individual firearms. 
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ELEY TENEX .22LR 

ELEY tenex the world’s most consistently accurate .22LR cartridge. 

With over 180 years of heritage and experience, engineering excellence is central to the 

success of ELEY tenex. Our highly skilled engineers combine state of the art machinery 

with high speed electronic visual inspection systems and Six Sigma methodologies to 

produce the cartridges that have redefined .22LR accuracy across the world. 

Bullet profile: Flat nose   Cartridge length: 25.4mm / 1inch   
Bullet weight: 2.59grams / 40grains   Velocity: Muzzle: 331m/s (1085ft/s) 

 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE22TENEX .22LR TENEX STANDARD VELOCITY 

 

 

ELEY MATCH .22LR 

ELEY match is renowned amongst elite competition shooters for its excellent accuracy 

and performance. 

ELEY match is second in the world of .22LR accuracy and performance with ELEY 

tenex being the world number one. This cartridge benefits from the patented flat nose 

profile and the cut mouth case delivering consistent internal ballistics performance. 

 
Bullet profile: Flat nose   Cartridge length: 25.4mm / 1inch  
Bullet weight: 2.59grams / 40grains  Velocity: Muzzle: 331m/s (1085ft/s)  
  

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE22XBM .22LR MATCH STANDARD VELOCITY 

http://www.eley.co.uk/ammunition/tenex/
http://www.eley.co.uk/ammunition/tenex/
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ELEY EDGE STANDARD VELOCITY MATCH .22LR 

ELEY edge breaks engineering boundaries with an innovative approach to improving 

accuracy. 

This advanced, contemporary cartridge is instantly recognisable by its matt-black 

oxidised finish. Scientifically developed to microscopically increase the friction between 

the case and the projectile, the resulting stabilised projectile release force delivers 

greater internal ballistic consistency ultimately providing the shooter with more 

consistent projectile flight. 

ELEY edge is part of our elite competition range and benefits from ELEY tenex 

technology such as a flat nose bullet profile. 

Bullet profile: Flat nose    Cartridge length: 25.4mm / 1inch  
Bullet weight: 2.59grams / 40grains   Velocity: Muzzle: 331m/s (1085ft/s) 
   

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE22EDGE .22LR EDGE STANDARD VELOCITY 

 

ELEY SPORT STANDARD VELOCITY .22LR 

ELEY sport introduces shooters to the world of ELEY’s consistency and accuracy. 

Manufactured to ELEY’s strict internal specification, ELEY sport benefits from electronic 

visual inspection and rigorous test proofing. Small lot quantities and statistical process 

control techniques deliver reliability and performance in every round. 

Bullet profile: Round nose   Cartridge length: 25.4mm / 1inch   
Bullet weight :2.59grams / 40grains     Velocity: Muzzle: 332m/s (1090ft/s) 
 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE22SPORT .22LR SPORT STANDARD VELOCITY 
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ELEY HIGH VELOCITY HOLLOW .22LR 

ELEY high velocity hollow is the first and only black .22LR rimfire hunting cartridge. The 

patented oxidisation process of the blackened brass case enhances accuracy by 

providing a more consistent propellant and primer burn by optimising the contact point 

between case and bullet. 

Our scientific studies with ELEY edge and ELEY force (both featuring black cases) have 

proven the oxidised finish increases friction between the case and projectile. This 

regulates and controls the force required to eject the bullet, increasing ballistic 

consistency and accuracy whist stabilising the projectile. 

The oxidised case reduces the inherent instability caused by supersonic speeds, 

another reason why ELEY have chosen the black case for ELEY high velocity hollow. 

ELEY high velocity hollow guarantees world class accuracy, penetration and expansion 

from the low antimony soft lead alloy bullet. Each shot delivers a lethal blow to vermin 

such as prairie dogs, gophers, rabbits and squirrels. It is the perfect round for hunters 

and pest controllers who need maximum velocity without compromising on accuracy. 

Bullet profile: Hollow point               Cartridge length: 25.4mm / 1inch  
Bullet weight: 2.46grams / 38grains      Velocity Muzzle: 381m/s (1250ft/s) 
       

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE22HVHOLLOW .22LR HIGH VELICITY HOLLOW 
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ELEY SUBSONIC HOLLOW .22LR 

ELEY subsonic hollow is a hunting cartridge with target shooting accuracy and reduced 

velocity, offering a quieter muzzle report compared to other .22LR hunting rounds. 

With its innovative hollow nosed profile, the ELEY subsonic hollow projectile delivers 

unequalled expansion characteristics, resulting in short penetration with outstanding 

stopping power; essential features for vermin control. The non-greasy lubricant provides 

smooth operation in semi-automatic rifles and improves functioning in all weather 

conditions. 

Increasingly popular with sporting shooters and professional pest controllers, ELEY 

subsonic hollow is regarded as one of the quietest and most accurate subsonic rounds 

on the market. 

Bullet profile: Hollow point                  Cartridge length: 25.4mm / 1inch   
Bullet weight: 2.46grams 38grains      Velocity: Muzzle: 317m/s (1040ft/s) 
 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE22SUBSHP .22LR SUBSONIC HOLLOW POINT  
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ELEY CONTACT SUBSONIC SEMI-AUTO .22LR 

ELEY contact is a subsonic semi-automatic .22LR round designed to deliver extreme 
accuracy and improved knock-down performance with a softer sound and minimal 
recoil.The reduced recoil delivers quicker sight picture recovery important for the 
competitive semi-automatic shooter. 

Both ELEY force and ELEY contact are engineered with a heavier 42 grain bullet for 
high energy and are coated in a specially formulated paraffin wax to minimize build-up 
in actions and magazines. 

Bullet profile: Round nose                Cartridge length: 25.4mm / 1inch        
Bullet weight: 2.7grams / 42grains         Velocity: Muzzle : 332m/s (1090ft/s) 
                   

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE22CONTACT .22LR CONTACT SUBSONIC SEMI AUTO 

 

ELEY FORCE HIGH VELOCITY SEMI-AUTO .22LR 

ELEY force is a high-velocity, semi-automatic .22LR round designed for power. 
Featuring a new propellant utilising a distributed pressure curve that accelerates the 
bullet to a supersonic velocity, providing maximum knock-down force. 

ELEY force is instantly recognisable with its unique black oxidised case finish which 
increases friction between the case and projectile. This regulates and controls the force 
required to release the bullet, stabilising the projectile and increasing ballistic 
consistency and accuracy. ELEY force is a .22LR round that delivers both strong 
kickback and accuracy. 

Bullet profile: Round nose             Cartridge length: 25.4mm / 1inch 
Bullet weight: 2.7grams / 42grains       Velocity: Muzzle : 381m/s (1250ft/s) 
 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AE22FORCE .22LR FORCE HIGH VELOCITY SEMI AUTO 

https://www.eleyammunition.com/wp-content/uploads/8c4e80_297d25ac160d423f95ed3aa988d38dfbmv2.jpg
https://www.eleyammunition.com/wp-content/uploads/8c4e80_ac2c0ee4a56a479b9647191035fe6b5emv2.jpg
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The company, established in Lecco by Giulio Fiocchi in 1876, today has more than 
600 employees  
and is known throughout the world as the benchmark of responsibility, reliability, 
performance and application.  
After over 140 years of activity in the production of a wide range of small -calibre 
ammunition,  
Fiocchi is appreciated in hunting, target shooting, security and defence fields, as 
well as in specific industry sectors 

 

Fiocchi Shooting Dynamics rimfire ammunition was developed as a versatile ammunition line to 
meet the needs of informal target shooters, plinkers and hunters. This ammunition delivers 

outstanding performance at a great value for the high volume shooter. This ammunition is new 
production and non-corrosive. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AFI2240HVCP .22LR STANDARD VELOCITY (TTS) 
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R I F L E  H U N T I N G  L I N E  

The cartridges of Fiocchi rifle line are designed for all the European ungulates. Available in the 
most common calibres, thanks to the use of the best components available on the market and 
the absolute level of performance, they allow the hunter to fully express its shooting skill. Each 
caliber is available in different types to be chosen according to the wild game and hunting 
conditions. In addition to EPN balls (Expansion Plastic Nose) with a polymer tip and to the great 
classic SP (Soft Point), there are the loads Freccia Nera with a solid copper bullet at controlled 
expansion and a primer without lead and heavy metals for a minimal environmental impact. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AFI22250VMAX 222 REM 50GR V-MAX 

AFI22250FMJHP 222 REM 50G FMJHP 

AFI22355FMJ 223 REM 55GR FMJ  

AFI22355SP 223 REM 55GR PSP  

AFI22250PS 22-250 REM 55GR PSP  

AFI243100PSP 243 WIN 100GR PSP  

NEW 270 WIN 130GR SP  

AFI270150SST 270 WIN 150GR SST  

AFI308150PSP 308 WIN 150GR PSP  

AFI308180EPN 308 WIN 180G EPN 

AFI3006180BSP 30-06 SPR 180GR BONDED SP 

AFI3006150SST 30-06 SPR 150GR SP 

NEW 300 WIN MAG 180GR SP 

AFI757139PSP 7X57 MAUSER 139GR PSP  

AFI7X64170SPBON 7X64 170G SP BONDED 

AFI9362286BSP 9.3X62 MAUSER 286GR PSP BONDED  
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P I S T O L  &  R E V O L V E R  

Fiocchi central fires are designed and manufactured to achieve the best results in all 
circumstances. Quality and outstanding performance are the result of high technology applied 
to all steps of the production process and are guaranteed by an exceptional set of skills, 
commitment and passion expressed by all operators. A range of products for semi-automatic 
weapons and revolvers, offering a wide range of loads and bullet geometry, for the most 
common calibres. Some have a leadless (lead-free) primer. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AFI63550FMJ 6.35MM 50GR FMJ  

NEW 7.65MM 73GR FMJ  

AFI9MMMAK95 9MM MAKAROV (9X18MM) 95GR FMJ  

AFI38095FMJ 9MM SHORT 95GR FMJ  

AFI9MMP115FMJ 9MMP 115GR FMJ  

AFI40SW170FMJTC 40 S&W 170GR FMJ  

AFI45230FMJ 45 ACP 230GR FMJ  

 NEW 357 SIG 124GR FMJ 

AFI38SUPAUTOFMJ 38 SUPER AUTO 129GR FMJ  

 NEW 38 SPECIAL 125GR SJSP 

 NEW 38 SPECIAL 158GR SJSP 

 NEW 357 MAGNUM 158GR SJSP 

AFI44240SJSP 44 RM 240GR SJSP 
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T O P  D E F E N C E  

Quality and aggressiveness characterize this product line that mounts the Fiocchi “Black 

Mamba” ball. The bullet, with truncated cone geometry, is very light and optimized for 

each gauge. Its light weight allows it to reach high velocity and hence high kinetic 

energy released on target. Its jacket in tombak 90/10, with a further “Black Mamba” 

surface treatment, optimizes the smoothness in the barrel. “Black Mamba” is a full metal 

jacket bullet with a high “stopping power” and reduced piercing power. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

NEW 9MM SHORT 85GR FMJ BLACK MAMBA 

AFI9MMBM100FMJ 9MMP 100GR FMJ BLACK MAMBA  

NEW 38 SPECIAL 110GR FMJ BLACK MAMBA 

NEW 357 MAGNUM 110GR FMJ BLACK MAMBA 

NEW 40 S&W 135GR FMJ BLACK MAMBA 

NEW 45 ACP 185GR FMJ BLACK MAMBA 
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T O P  D E F E N C E  

EMB MONOBLOCK BULLET – Controlled deformation bullet: on soft targets the outer 
annulus is deformed, increasing the area of impact without fragmenting and allowing the 
maximum possible energy to be released to the target. On reinforced or protected 
targets its harder central core has a good perforation capacity, keeping the necessary 
lethal energy. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AFI9MMLUGERZP 9MMP 93GR EMB AMMO (EXPANSION MONOBLOCK BULLET) 1410 FPS PER 50 

 

 
O L D  T I M E  

Fans of historical weapons can satisfy their passion with this range of traditional calibers 

that Fiocchi continues to propose and produce with the accuracy of all time, improved 

by modern technologies. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AFI455MKII262LR 455 MKII 262GR LRN 

AFI762X25TOK 7,62X25 TOKAREV   

BIG RANGE AVAILABEL ON THEIR WEB SITE  
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B L A N K  L I N E  

A range of products with multiple functions: fun shooting, training, pyrotechnics 

launchers and starters for sport competitions. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

ORDER ONLY .22 LR BLANK 

ORDER ONLY 7.65 BLANKS 

ORDER ONLY 9MM KORT BLANK 

AFI9MMBLANK 9MMP BLANKS 

AFI45BLANK 45 BLANK  

 ORDER ONLY 38 SPECIAL BLANKS 

 

BOXER PRIMERS 
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Fiocchi Primers have developed an outstanding reputation as some of the most reliable 
and consistent primers available. These primers are held to exacting tolerances and are 
manufactured using the most precise presses. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

PRIFIOSR SMALL RIFLE PRIMERS (PACKED 150/PKT – 1500/BOX – 12000/CASE) 

PRIFIOLR LARGE RIFLE PRIMERS (PACKED 15/PKT – 1500/BOX – 12000/CASE) 

PRIFIOSP SMALL PISTOL PRIMERS (PACKED 150/PKT – 1500/BOX – 12000/CASE) 

PRIFOLP LARGE PISTOL PRIMERS (PACKED 150/PKT – 1500/BOX – 12000/CASE) 

PRIFIO12 12GA PRIMERS (PACKED 800/PKT--9600/CASE) 

 

 

UNPRIMED CASES 

All types of calibre produced are available in packaging that is practical for both “lovers 
of reloading” and professional reloaders. 

DESCRIPTION 

32 S&W LUNGO PER 250 

38 SPECIAL PER 250 

38 SUPER AUTO PER 250 

40 S&W PER 250 

44 REM MAG PER 200 

45 ACP PER 250 

357 MAGNUM PER 250 
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6,35 BROWNING PER 250 

7.65 BROWNING PER 250 

9X21 IMI PER 250 

9MM SHORT PER 250 

9MM LUGER PER 250 

308 WIN PER 100 

223 REM PER 200 

10.4 ORDINANZA ITALIANA PER 250 

243 WIN PER 100 

270 WIN PER 100 

30-06 SPR PER 100 

 

 

TT LINE TRAP 

The line created for people approaching the disciplines of clay shooting. Specially 
selected component facilitate the onset of the shooter as well as veterans who like to 
enjoy a product. TT ONE and TT TWO present several shot weights as well as a wide 
range of shot sizes performing in all disciplines: trap, skeet, double trap, sporting and 
compact. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

AFI12BR24G7.5 12GA 7.5 24GR  

AFI12BR28G7.5 12GA 7.5 28GR  
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KYNOCH NITRO EXPRESS CARTRIDGES 

for Big Game Rifle 

 

Since re-introducing the 'KYNOCH' brand of Nitro-Express Cartridges, Kynamco Limited 

have maintained the quality and reliability standards that made 'KYNOCH' the most 

respected name in Sporting Ammunition for over 100 years, in association with Eley 

Limited, who have carried the oldest and most prestigious name in ammunition 

manufacturing for over 160 years. These two world famous names competed to 

establish the pre-eminence of British Sporting Cartridges during the heyday of big game 

shooting in Africa and India before the First World War, and developed with the English 

Trade the famous ranges of proprietary cartridges - Holland’s acclaimed belted 

Magnums, Rigby’s .416”, Westley’s .425”, Gibb’s .505” and Jeffery’s legendary .600” 

Nitro Express. 
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CODE DESCRIPTION 

CAN ORDER  240 H&H FLANGED NITRO EXPRESS 100GR SOFT (2775 F/S)  

CAN ORDER  6.5 MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER 140GR SOFT (2700 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  9.5 MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER 270GR SOFT (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  300 H&H FLANGED NITRO EXPRESS 180GR SOFT (2575 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  300 H&H FLANGED NITRO EXPRESS 220GR SOFT (2250 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  300 H&H FLANGED NITRO EXPRESS 220GR SOLID (2250 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  300 H&H 180GR SOFT (2700 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  300 H&H 220GR SOFT (2350 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  300 H&H 220GR SOLID (2350 F/S) 

AK303215SOL 303 BRITISH 215GR SOFT (2050 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  310 CADET 120GR (1200 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  318 RIMLESS NITRO EXPRESS 180GR SOFTS (2700 F/S) 

AK318R250SN 318 RIMLESS NITRO EXPRESS 250GR SOFTS (2400 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  318 RIMLESS NITRO EXPRESS 250GR SOLID (2400 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  333 JEFFERY FLANGED 250GR SOFT (2400 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  333 JEFFERY FLANGED 250GR SOLID (2400 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  333 JEFFERY FLANGED 300GR SOFT (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  333 JEFFERY FLANGED 300GR SOLID (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  333 RIMLESS NITRO EXPRESS 250GR SOFT (2400 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  333 RIMLESS NITRO EXPRESS 250GR SOLID (2400 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  333 RIMLESS NITRO EXPRESS 300GR SOFT (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  333 RIMLESS NITRO EXPRESS 300GR SOLID (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  35 WINCHESTER 250GR (2200 F/S) 

AK350RIG225SN 350 RIGBY NITRO EXPRESS 225GR SOFTS (2625 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  350 RIGBY NO 2 225GR SOFTS (2600 F/S) 

AK360320N2SN 360 NO2 NITRO EXPRESS 320GR SOFTS (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  375 2½ NITRO EXPRESS 270GR SOFT (1975 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  375 H+H FLANGED 235GR SOFT (2750 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  375 H+H FLANGED 270GR SOFT (2600 F/S) 

AK375HH300SOLID 375 H+H FLANGED 300GR SOLID (2425 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  375 H+H FLANGED 300GR SOFT (2425 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  375 H+H BELTED MAGNUM 235GR SOFT (2800 F/S) 
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CAN ORDER  375 H+H BELTED MAGNUM 270GR SOFT (2650 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  375 H+H BELTED MAGNUM 300GR SOLID (2500 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  375 H+H BELTED MAGNUM 300GR SOFT (2500 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  400 PURDEY 3'' 230GR SOFT (2050 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  400/350 NITRO EXPRESS 310GR (2000 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  400/360 PURDEY 300GR (1950 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  400/360 WESTLEY RICHARDS 314GR (1900 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  400/375 NITRO EXPRESS 235GR SOFT SPITZER (2400 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  404 JEFFERY NITRO EXPRESS 400GR SOLID (2125 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  404 JEFFERY NITRO EXPRESS 400GR SOFT (2125 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  405 WINCHESTER 300GR SOFT (2220 F/S) 

AK416410SOL 416 RIGBY 410GR SOLID (2300 F/S) 

AK416410SFT 416 RIGBY 410GR SOFTS (2300 F/S) 

AK425WR410S 425 WESTLEY RICHARDS 410GR SOLID (2350 F/S) 

AK425WRSOFT 425 WESTLEY RICHARDS 410GR SOFT (2350 F/S) 

AK450RIGRSOLID 450 RIGBY NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOLID (2150 F/S) 

AK450RIGRSOFTN 450 RIGBY NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOFT (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  450 NITRO 350GR SOFT (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  450 NO 2 NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOLID (2175) 

CAN ORDER  450 NO 2 NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOFT (2175) 

CAN ORDER  450 RIGBY 480GR SOLID (2378 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  450 RIGBY 480GR SOFT (2378 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  450/400 MAGNUM NITRO EXPRESS 400GR SOLID (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  450/400 MAGNUM NITRO EXPRESS 400GR SOFT (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  450/400 3¼” NITRO 270GR (1850 F/S) 

AK450M400SN3Q 450/400 3” NITRO EXPRESS 400GR SOLID (2125 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  450/400 3” NITRO EXPRESS 400GR SOFT (2125 F/S) 

AK458LOTT480SN 458 LOTT 480GR SOFTS (2299 F/S) 

AK458LOTT480SOL 458 LOTT 480GR SOLID (2299 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  470 CAPSTICK 500GR SOLID (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  470 CAPSTICK 500GR SOFT (2150 F/S) 

AK470500SOLID 470 NITRO EXPRESS 500GR SOLID (2125 F/S) 

AK470500SN 470 NITRO EXPRESS 500GR SOFTS (2125 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  475 NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOLID (2175 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  475 NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOFT (2175 F/S) 

AK475NO2ELEYCAR 475 NO 2 NITRO EXPRESS 480 SOLID (2200 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  475 NO 2 NITRO EXPRESS 480 SOFT (2200 F/S) 

AK475NO2SN 475 NO 2 NITRO EXPRESS 500GR SOFTS (2120 F/S) 

AK475NO2SOL 475 NO 2 NITRO EXPRESS 500GR SOLID (2120 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  476 WESTLEY RICHARDS NITRO EXPRESS 520GR SOLID (2100 F/S) 

AK500450NESOL 500/450 NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOLID (2175 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  500/450 NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOFT (2175 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  500/465 NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOLID (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  500/465 NITRO EXPRESS 480GR SOFT (2150 F/S) 

AK500J535SOL 500 JEFFERY NITRO EXPRESS 535GR SOLIDS (2400 F/S) 
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CAN ORDER  500 JEFFERY NITRO EXPRESS 535GR SOFT (2400 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  500 NITRO EXPRESS 3'' 570GR SOLID (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  500 NITRO EXPRESS 3'' 570GR SOFT (2150 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  500 NITRO FOR BLACK 3'' 440GR SOFT (1900 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  500 NITRO FOR BLACK 3¼'' 440GR SOFT (1900 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  500 NITRO EXPRESS 3¼'' 570GR SOLID (2125 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  500 NITRO EXPRESS 3¼'' 570GR SOLID (2125 F/S) 

AK505GIBBSN 505 GIBBS 525GR SOFTS (2300 F/S) 

AK505GIBBSOL 505 GIBBS 525GR SOLID (2300 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  577/450 MARTINI HENRY 480GR LEAD  

CAN ORDER  577 3'' NITRO FOR BLACK 610GR (1650 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  577 2¾" 650GR SOFT NOSED (1950 F/S) 

AK577750SOL 577 NITRO EXPRESS 2¾" 750GR SOLID (1800 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  577 NITRO EXPRESS 2¾" 750GR SOFT (1800 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  577 NITRO EXPRESS 3" 750GR SOLID (2050 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  577 NITRO EXPRESS 3" 750GR SOFT (2050 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  577 SNIDER 480GR LEAD (1250 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  600 NITRO EXPRESS 900GR SOLID (1950 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  600 NITRO EXPRESS 900GR SOFT (1950 F/S) 

AK7001000SOL 700 NITRO EXPRESS 1000GR SOLID (2000 F/S) 

CAN ORDER  700 NITRO EXPRESS 1000GR SOFT (2000 F/S) 
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Contact Us 

Managing Director 

Charles Montgomery 

charles@national-cartridge.co.za 

 

Wholesale Sales Representatives Western Cape/Eastern Cape 

Robert Sutherland / Vianne van Loggerenberg 

wholesale@national-cartridge.co.za 

     robert@national-cartridge.co.za                             vianne@national-cartridge.co.za 

                                    

 

 

 

mailto:charles@national-cartridge.co.za
mailto:wholesale@national-cartridge.co.za
mailto:robert@national-cartridge.co.za
mailto:vianne@national-cartridge.co.za
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Wholesale Sales Representative Pretoria 

Conrad Stander / Henry King 

wholesalepta@national-cartridge.co.za 

        conrad@national-cartridge.co.za                                 

                                                             

Our reps 

Frikkie De Beer                   Gerdus van Rooyen 

Rep for Limpopo                        Rep for Free State 

North West, Northern Cape                              Kwazulu Natal, Mpumalanga 

Central and West Gauteng                              Namibia and Botswana 

frikkie@national-cartridge.co.za                gerdus@national-cartridge.co.za 

                                               

mailto:wholesalepta@national-cartridge.co.za
mailto:conrad@national-cartridge.co.za
mailto:frikkie@national-cartridge.co.za
mailto:gerdus@national-cartridge.co.za
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Dear Dealer, 

We just want to thank you for your continued support, we continually 

receive new products and we will keep you informed as soon as they  

become available but please feel free to contact us should you require 

anything. 

 


